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1.        Introduction 
 
� In July 1999 a preliminary bid document was submitted by 

Carrick District Council to English Heritage requesting a 
contribution of £300,000 towards a joint Heritage 
Economic Regeneration Scheme (HERS) in Falmouth and 
Penryn.  

� In October 1999 Carrick was notified that the Falmouth bid 
had been successful but was advised to develop the 
Penryn bid further. 

� The Falmouth Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme 
(Falmouth HERS) commenced in January 2000 with public 
funding of just under £1 million.  

� In May 2000, a Stage 1 bid was submitted to the Heritage 
Lottery Fund for a Townscape Heritage Initiative Scheme 
in Penryn 

� This was followed by a Stage 2 bid submitted to the 
Heritage Lottery Fund in January 2001 together with 
funding applications to the South West Regional 
Development Agency and the European Regional 
Development Fund. 

� In May 2002 the Penryn Townscape Heritage Initiative 
commenced with a common fund of £1.34 million. 

� Both the Falmouth HERs and Penryn THI were then 
administered by the same project team, ensuring a close 
relationship between the two towns and benefiting from the 
co-ordination of regeneration activities.    

 
 

1.1    The context of the THI submission 
 

At the time when the Penryn THI bid was submitted, economic 
decline in the town centre had led to a lack of investment and 
unacceptably high levels of vacant properties. Survey work 
between 1999 and 2001 demonstrated that the majority of 
buildings requiring urgent repair were within the town centre, 
particularly the commercial buildings in Higher and Lower 
Market Street. Ground floor shops had been vacated and 
buildings left untended with little or no maintenance 
undertaken. Out of 69 potential commercial properties 25% 
were vacant. An initial Building at Risk Survey for the Stage 1 
bid (1999) indicated 13 buildings fell within categories 1-3, 
scale, 5 being deemed at extreme risk. Surveys carried out as 
part of the stage 2 bid (January 2001) revealed that 75% of 
the buildings within the THI Area required visible upgrading 
including remedial work such as renewal of rainwater goods, 
provision of lead flashings, render and joinery repairs. 
The poor environmental quality of modern alterations to the 
Public Realm reinforced the general sense of decline, 
compromising appreciation of the surviving high quality and 
locally distinctive traditional features and what was potentially 
a strong and attractive street scene.  
Together these problems compromised the character of the 
Conservation Area and created an impression of economic 
stagnation. Without intervention, even in a competitive market, 
this would discourage investment and serve to perpetuate a 
spiral of decline. 
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1.2     Economic need 
 
In common with many small town centres, Penryn had seen a 
decline and change in its traditional role as the local shopping 
and service centre. The reasons for this were complex and 
inter-related.  
 

• Economic stagnation and decline 
• Low property values and levels of investment 
• Penryn contained only 3% of properties in Council Tax 

Band E compared to 11% for the district as a whole 
• Low retail levels and demands 
• Under utilised floor space and high number of vacant 

units- 23 of the 64 commercial properties surveyed in 
1998 were either vacant or converted to residential use 

• High unemployment- the Falmouth and Penryn travel to 
work figure for January 2000 was 6.8%, considerably 
higher than that of Cornwall (5.6%), the South West 
(3.18%) and Great Britain (4.3%)  

• Low income levels 
• Physical deterioration of buildings 
• Lack of quality in public realm 
• Social exclusion problems- Penryn was included 

among the 20 most deprived wards in the country in 
the Social Exclusion in Cornwall report produced by 
Atlantic Consultants in July 1999 

 

In 1975 Carrick had taken the unusual step of declaring the 
old part of the town of Penryn a Housing Action Area. This 
was the first instance of such an application to a small historic 
town and as a result enabled the centre to retain the unaltered 
core of seventeenth and eighteenth century buildings which 
followed the original medieval street pattern. The total capital 
cost of the project was £2 million in recognition of the squalid 
housing conditions of some 330 dwellings, 43% of which had 
no fixed bath and 32% with no running hot water. The scheme 
helped address the problem of younger people abandoning 
the old town and leaving behind a large proportion of old age 
pensioners and helped those on low income who could not 
afford to renovate their dwellings. 
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However not all the properties received grant aid. Over the 
subsequent 20 years the condition, for example, of many of 
the commercial properties declined even further. Despite the 
success of this earlier grant scheme, the economy of the town 
continued to decline and consequently in 1996, Penryn Vision 
Community Development Forum was set up. Their action plan 
was expressively commissioned to develop proposals which 
would 

• Restore and enhance the environment and historic 
qualities of the town 

• Promote action in relation to its economic fabric, 
infrastructure and potential 

• Address the social needs of the resident  population 
 
The Final Strategy Report produced by G L Hearn in October 
1999, specifically highlighted the significant potential for the 
economic regeneration of Penryn harbour/ river with particular 
reference to Commercial Road and the potential for 
redevelopment and enhancement.  
Although it has been acknowledged that wealth-creating 
developments in the waterfront areas could contribute towards 
the sustainable regeneration of both Falmouth and Penryn, it 
has been essential to consider the regeneration of the town 
centre and waterfront in parallel, in both towns, to achieve the 
maximum impact. In 2000 Carrick District Council carried out 
wide consultation to ensure that the priorities of the Falmouth 
and Penryn area were articulated in the Carrick Community 
Plan. 

In addition to the detailed surveys carried out as part of the 
grant bids, Carrick commissioned a Town Centre Health 
Check for Falmouth and Penryn from consultants Colliers 
Conrad Ritblat Erdman in October 2001. This further 
reinforced the picture of a retail market in Penryn that was 
struggling to survive. Its role and importance as a retail and 
service centre had declined. The Asda superstore had 
contributed to the outflow of retail food and non food 
expenditure from the town centre to its edge and the by-pass 
had removed a proportion of traffic from the town. While the 
retail and service businesses along Commercial Road had 
steadily grown, a large number of derelict sites had an 
extremely detrimental effect. Within the historic town centre, 
their survey recorded that almost 80% of traders considered 
the number of vacant units unacceptable. Their estimates of 
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an extremely high yield (ratio of rental value to capital value) 
indicated that Penryn had a poor investment market. 70% of 
retailers considered their trading performance either quite or 
very poor; two thirds confirming that it had deteriorated over 
the last five years. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.3      The Penryn THI and the Strategic framework  
 
From 1994 to 1999 Cornwall had been eligible for support 
from the European Objective 5 b programme. In March 1999 it 
was confirmed that Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly would have 
Objective 1 (ie highest priority) status in the structural fund 
programme for the period 2000 to 2006. This had the potential 
of providing substantial support for regeneration projects in 
Penryn with additional match funding opportunities through 
the Heritage Lottery Fund and South West Regional 
Development Agency. 
 
A clear strategy and co-ordinated approach was deemed vital 
to enable the economic opportunity to be fully exploited for the 
benefit of the town as a whole. 
 
Following preparation of the Penryn Conservation Area 
Appraisal (2000) and during its widespread public 
consultation, the momentum for the support of further 
intervention increased, especially as the quality of the 
townscape became more widely acknowledged. 
 
The Penryn THI bid identified the potential for heritage led 
regeneration through a range of environmental works 
including repairs to target buildings, restoration of principal 
elevations, reinstating lost architectural detail and 
enhancement of the Public realm within the town. Within the 
wider regeneration strategy the scheme has provided a vital 
and integral role. 
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Over the last 6 years confidence has increased within 
the town, the derelict sites on Commercial Road have 
been redeveloped and a number of new businesses 
have opened. In September 2004, following a two year 
construction programme, the Combined Universities in 
Cornwall (CUC) opened a new, multi-institutional 
Campus at Tremough (on the outskirts of Penryn) as a 
major centre in its programme of expansion of higher 
education facilities across Cornwall.  The Tremough 
development comprises facilities for approximately 
2,500 students, around 800 of whom are resident on 
the Campus.  The campus is a major employer in the 
area, providing jobs for over 450 academic and 
support staff. By 2012 it is anticipated that the CUC 
developments in and around Penryn, will have matured 
sufficiently to have contributed to the creation (both 
directly and indirectly) of over 1,000 net new jobs, and 
a contribution of £32 million to GDP in the immediate 
area.  The combined higher education facilities in and 
around Falmouth and Penryn will be producing some 

1,300 graduate skilled people per annum, with the expectation that at least 260 of these each year will employ their graduate level 
skills in the local area.  In addition to the higher education facilities, at least 35,000 square feet of new business incubation capacity 
is planned adjacent to the Tremough Campus to help provide growth space for the anticipated business creation in the area. 
t 
The following chapters provide detailed evidence of the impact of the THI on the local economy, employment and the historic 
environment and illustrate how heritage-led regeneration can benefit the wider whole. It is unlikely that the scheme would have had 
as much success in isolation and there are still opportunities for enhancement and improvement. However it has encouraged 
private investment in the historic environment and it has pump primed non grant aided improvements which are now being 
executed. The Town Council are keen to lead on further public realm works and Penryn is regularly highlighted in the media and 
press as an up and coming location. 
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2.1 The Target Area 
 
The THI area included the 
whole of the Penryn 
Conservation Area but the 
target buildings were 
concentrated within the 
commercial centre and were 
influenced by an audit of 
condition and vacancy which 
was undertaken between 
1999 and 2001. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ariel photograph with blue 
line marking the 
Conservation Area. 
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2.2 Historic context 
 
The Town was granted borough status in 1236 and the 
medieval plan layout with its thirteenth century burgage 
boundaries remains clearly visible. The establishment and 
growth, from medieval origins into a port of regional and even 
national importance, can be largely attributed to the well 
protected harbour. The town developed considerably in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when it was exporting 
copper, tin and granite but in the nineteenth century the 
population declined and as a result there are fewer examples 
of Victorian and Edwardian architecture. 
 
The wide market street runs along the ridge of the promontory 
with distinctive long narrow burgage strips remaining on either 
side. Here in the town centre, the commercial centre 
corresponds with the limits of the medieval settlement and 
there is a concentration of historic buildings, 146 listed, 
fronting a main street which widens and narrows dramatically. 
These buildings are of varying height, age, detailing and 
materials and the completeness of the frontages and positive 
contributions made by both the listed and non listed buildings, 
form a cohesive section of the townscape. Small retail units 
are interspersed with housing and the range of particularly 
good shop fronts, together with the bays and flat fronts along 
Broad Street, add to the busy articulated character. The Town 
Hall with its clock tower, positioned in the middle of Market 
Street, represents an important focus and landmark. 
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Going down to the waterfront, the Islington Wharf and 
Commercial Road area are quite different in character and 
during the nineteenth century were responsible for providing 
the town with much of its industrial wealth. The industrial 
buildings, warehouses and stores are mixed with cottages, 
boatyards and the remains of a working harbour 
 
2.3 Selection of Buildings 
 
The list of Target Buildings was drawn up following external 
inspection and photographic record of every building in the bid 
area together with more detailed internal surveys of a smaller 
representative group. The eligibility was measured against the 
following criteria; 
 

1. Building considered as being at risk due to poor 
condition or vacancy. 

2. Listed Building. 
3. Building prominent in street scene by reason of location 

- at major pedestrian or vehicular entry points into the 
town 

4. Buildings located in Higher or Lower Market Street, 
Broad Street or in Commercial Road -in areas where 
decay is more evident. 

5. Building with group value. 
6. Part of a group of buildings where a comprehensive 

schemes of remedial work is proposed. 
7. Buildings with significant opportunities for restoration of 

original /locally distinctive features. 
 

As all the buildings were in private ownership and not in the 
direct control of the partnership, the priority list included more 
properties than were actually tackled to give a 50% margin for 
flexibility. Additional opportunities for reinstatement of 
architectural features were also identified. 
 
The buildings which were in the poorest state of repair and at 
the greatest risk were targeted for the beginning of the 
scheme. Arrangements were set up for quarterly monitoring 
meetings and a reports process, and provision was made to 
ensure that should the projects listed not proceed as 
anticipated, there were clear criteria for others to be added if 
necessary. 
 
Grant rates were derived from a detailed assessment of a 
sample group of buildings, full details of which were published 
in the Stage 2 bid. 
 
 
2.4.1 Choice of Public Realm 
 
Initial proposals in the Stage 1 and Stage 2 bids had 
concentrated on the enhancement of public and private 
opeways. However following discussions with Cornwall 
County Council and Penryn Town Council, it was agreed that 
a greater impact could be achieved by concentrating on the 
public areas around the Town Hall and at Fish Cross. 
Significant public consultation was carried out over a period of 
four years and the works were finally completed in September 
2007. 
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2.5   Management Setup 
 
The Penryn THI commenced in May 2002 and has run 
concurrently with the Heritage Economic Regeneration 
Scheme in Falmouth, which started 18 months earlier. Both 
have been administered by Carrick District Council, sharing 
the same project manager, project officer and working out of 
local offices in both towns. 
 
A flow diagram in figure 2 illustrates the administrative 
arrangements. This allowed the project officer to concentrate 
on the grant projects on the ground, agreeing repair 
schedules and inspecting work, while the Project Manager 
was responsible for the initial setup, guidance notes, grant 
claims and the financial management. 
 
Quarterly and annual reports were produced for the Match 
Funders as part of the funding claims and for regular 
monitoring meetings. As priorities and requirements varied 
with each of the contracts, these regular Match Funders’ 
meetings provided an opportunity to air concerns, iron out 
possible conflicts and to share and discuss examples of good 
practice from other schemes. 
 
Communications 
The project office was based in Falmouth, easily accessible 
for grantees and enabled regular site visits to be made. As the 
project office was some distance from Carrick’s offices, 
communication was by telephone and email and systems and 
procedures were put in place to ensure regular dialogue with  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Direct Contact 
of owners by 
Project Officer 

Media coverage 
& processing of 

leaflets by Project Manager & 
Project Officer 

Set up office 
In Penryn and 
Falmouth 

Running 
Parallel 

Interest expresses by applicant. 

Project Officer available to advise by phone on THI submission of 
applications and to arrange site visits. 

Site inspection and assessment by Project Officer.  Period of discussions 
between Project Officer and applicant. 

Application submitted, checked for completion by Project Officer.  Planning  
and conservation officers to advise whether additional consents required. 

Approval by HLF where appropriate. 

Liaison within department to ensure necessary consents have been 
submitted and proposals are acceptable, 

Building photographed, arrangements made for recording where necessary. 

Project Officer assesses application in discussion with Project Manager.  
Refer to QS if necessary.  If acceptable, grant offer recommended, 
authorised by Terry Grove-White, Head of Community Planning with 
agreement of Portfolio Holder and Local Members if over £5,000. 

Project Officer assesses work on site and on completion.  Works 
photographed. 

On receipt of completed paperwork from applicant, Project Officer checks 
submission and recommends grant payment.  Payment authorised by Head 
of Service Terry Grove-White.  Paperwork checked and payment arranged 
by Planning Services Financial Assistant.  Payment through automated 

transfer directly into grantees bank account. 

Project Manager 
Alyson Cooper 
responsible for 

overall management 
and financial 

management, liaison 
with match funders 
and, for submitting 
grant claims etc. 

Quarterly claims 
complied by Alyson 
Cooper are checked 

by Kevin Lean, 
Assistant Technical 
Accountant and then 
authorised by Peter 
Hodge, Financial 
Services Manager. 

Quarterly meetings 
attended by all the 

project team & match 
funders. Individual 
projects discussed 
with assessment of 
progress of scheme. 
Minutes circulated to 
al match funders. 

Project Officer liaises 
with CCC on 
environmental 
enhancements. 
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the Planning Department, Conservation Officers, Building 
Control Section and the Finance Department. This involved 
preparing checklists and pro formas. 
 
Systems and project documentation 
At the beginning of the project a file on procedure was 
complied.  This helped inform filing systems and was 
especially useful to illustrate the methodology used. The 
guidance notes were based on those produced by the 
Heritage Lottery Fund and were then adapted to consider the 
requirements of the other match funders. Application forms 
were designed to request information on base line data and 
were amended on several occasions to include questions 
related to State Aid and other details that would be required 
for the analysis of outputs.  All the above was posted on the 
Carrick website. Digital copies have also been sent to other 
Councils in Cornwall, Devon and Dorset who have used them 
as a basis for their own grant schemes. 
 
Liaison with Penryn Vision 
The Project Officer attended the Penryn Vision meetings (held 
every two months) and meetings with Penryn Town Council 
and Penryn Chamber of Commerce. This allowed members of 
these groups to feed back their concerns to the Project 
Officer. A common theme was the shabby and unkempt 
appearance of the town centre’s buildings, parking, empty 
shops and the potential loss of revenue to traders while the 
public realm work was carried out on site 
 
 

Consultation with the community 
In the development of the public realm work, significant 
consultation took place with property owners, residents, 
police, shoppers, local groups and agencies with public 
exhibitions, press releases and meetings. Where possible the 
forthcoming concern, observation and advice was taken on 
board in developing the proposals. Further it was evident that 
the exit strategy for this project required complementary 
initiatives which would help achieve a more sustainable future 
for the historic townscape. 
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2.6     The Funding  
 
The scheme was match funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund, The Rural Development Programme (through the South West 
Regional Development Agency), European Regional Development Fund (Objective One) and Carrick, with an initial common fund 
of £1,340,000. Over the lifetime of the project, the common fund was augmented by contributions to the public realm works from 
Cornwall County Council and Penryn Town Council, which was agreed after the THI started. This enabled a more extensive 
programme of environmental enhancements. 
 
Match Funders Original percentage 

contribution 
Original grant offer 

£ 
Additional public 

funding 
£ 

Amount finally drawn 
down 

ERDF 50% £670,000  £670,000 
     
Heritage Lottery Fund 29.85% £400,000  £400,000 
     
RDP (SWRDA) 12.69% £170,000  £170,000 
     
Carrick 7.46% £100,000  £100,000 
     
Cornwall County   £50,000 £50,000 
     
Penryn Town Council   £10,000 £10,000 
     
Total Common Fund  £1,340,000 £60,000 £1,400,000 

 
The common fund was then matched with private contributions from owners. This has resulted in £2,313,747.30 being spent on 
grant-aided properties and improvements to the Public Realm as a direct result of the Penryn THI. In addition, a further £645,327  
has been spent by grantees on their properties either concurrently with the grant works or following them (see section 3.6.3 for 
further information). 
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2.7  The Original Anticipated Outputs 
 
The anticipated outputs originally submitted as part of the 
business plan, and agreed in the first European Regional 
Development Fund (ERDF) contract, were far more 
sophisticated than those that had been submitted for the 
Falmouth HERs. This may be attributed to the experience 
gained between the working up of the two schemes. The 
Penryn THI application forms were designed to obtain 
baseline data from the beginning and have thus aided the 
collection of data used to measure the success of the project.  
 
However by 2004 it had became increasingly evident that 
outputs that were being used to measure the success of both 
the Falmouth HERs and Penryn THI were not reflecting the 
whole picture, most especially the economic success of either 
scheme. Consequently the Project Manager, by researching 
the methodology used for other schemes such as that of the 
Redruth HERS, prepared a working draft for a revised method 
of recording. This was then compared with the research 
commissioned by the Cornwall Objective 1 Partnership (The 
Cornwall Public Product: Economic Impact Model and Project 
Developer Toolkit, Jim Plunkett-Cole, Great Western 
Enterprise) and was subsequently agreed by the Funding 
Partners. 
 
The detailed calculations used are discussed under section 
3.6. On completion of the project, grantees were then 
interviewed (see section 3.5) to confirm information on jobs 

safeguarded and created, space brought back into use and 
any concurrent investment 
 
Projected outputs in original application Original 

estimation  
Outputs 
achieved 

Buildings improved 25 29 
Listed Buildings 19 24 
Buildings converted to new use 3 3 
Opes upgraded 4 0 
Public realm sites upgraded 4 4 
Vacant premises re- occupied 8 revised to 4 5 
Part vacant premises re-occupied 8 8 
SMEs assisted 20 30 
Conservation Area Improved 1 1 
Significant contribution to IAP yes yes 
Town Trail leaflet yes yes 
Guidance leaflets produced 3 2 plus 2 

underway 
Private sector contribution £877,000 £973,747.34 
Training courses/ opportunities 1 2 
   
Results anticipated in original 
application 

  

Direct permanent job 1 1 
Jobs created 12 revised to 

8 
36 

Direct temporary jobs created 79.58 52.48 
Extensive positive local media support yes yes 
 
Above: List of original anticipated outputs measured against 
those achieved. A more extensive list indicating the wider 
picture is discussed under section 3.6 
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3.1  Take up of Grants 
 
Initial take up was extremely slow largely as a result of the 18 
month delay in confirmation of funding. A certain community 
expectation had been built up when the stage 1 and stage 2 
bids were prepared and several of the owners who had 
expected to receive grant funding lost interest and completed 
the works, to a lower specification, at their own costs. 
 
The priority list of projects had contained a number of 
residential properties. However as the Objective 1 funding had 
limited the amount of common fund that could be spent on 
such properties to 10%, financial restrictions prevented a 
number from coming on board. Further, as discussed more 
fully in section 4.1.2 owners of properties in Penryn had far 
less money available to provide match funding than had been 
experienced in Falmouth. Most had to borrow their 
contribution and thus many potential target properties did not 
come on board as a result of insufficient funds or the 
reluctance to carry out repairs to the standards required for 
the THI. 
 
The priority list of buildings had included 50% more projects 
than provided for in the common fund. This was because all 
were in private ownership and it was acknowledged not all 
would come on line. At the end of the second year there was 
still a widespread reluctance to take up grant aid and the 
target list was expanded using the criteria which had been 
developed as part of the initial bid. All additions were 
discussed at meetings with the funding partners. As 

confidence increased however, a number of the earlier target 
buildings which did not receive grant aid still went ahead with 
repair works.  
 
Figure 3 sets out the buildings originally on the target list, 
whether they were repaired (with or without grant aid), and 
buildings which were subsequently added. 
 
Figures 4 -11 illustrate the location of the grant aided projects 
with photographs of condition before and after works. Further 
information is provided in appendix 1. 
On completion of the project, grantees were then interviewed 
(see section 3.5) to confirm information on jobs safeguarded 
and created, space brought back into use and any concurrent 
investment. 
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Figure 3 
Address On 

original 
list 

If extra 
money 

available 

Added 
to list 

Grant 
aided 

Works 
done 

without 
grant 

2 Broad Street,  YES   NO  
4 Broad Street  YES   YES  
Barns to rear of  Kings Arms YES   YES  
Kings Arms Hotel YES   YES  
9 Broad Street   YES YES  
10 Broad Street   YES YES  
13/13A Broad St YES   NO  
15 Broad Street,  YES   NO YES 
19 Broad Street,  YES   NO  
21Broad Street,  YES   YES  
23 Broad Street,  YES   NO  
2 Church Hill, YES   YES  
Anchor Warehouse YES    YES 
Commercial Rd, Freemasons YES   YES  
Commercial Rd Falcon Couriers YES   NO  
Commercial Rd Merchant House YES   YES  
Commercial Rd SE of Pound & Co YES   NO  
Commercial Rd Stirling Wharf YES   NO YES 
Commercial  Rd Waterside Kitch YES   NO  
Commercial Rd National Tyres YES   NO  
Eastwood Road Barns YES   NO  
3 Higher Market Street YES   NO  
5 Higher Market Street YES   NO  
7 Higher Market Street   YES NO  
9 Higher Market Street   YES NO  
11 Higher Market Street   YES NO  
19 Higher Market Street YES   YES  
21 Higher Market Street, YES   NO  
29 Higher Market Street   YES YES  
 
 
 

 
Address On 

original 
list 

If extra 
money 

available 

Added 
to list 

Grant 
aided 

Works 
done 

without 
grant 

31 Higher Market Street   YES YES  
33 Higher Market Street, front  YES   NO PART 
65 The Terrace   YES YES  
67 The Terrace YES   YES  
79-81 Higher Market Street YES   NO  
Higher Market St Seven Stars   YES YES  
Town Hall YES   YES  
Community Rooms   YES YES  
8-10 Lower Market Street   YES YES  
16 Lower Market Street  YES   YES  
18 Lower Market Street, YES   YES  
20 Lower Market Street   YES YES  
24 Lower Market Street   YES NO  
62-64 Lower Market St YES   NO YES 
74 Lower Market Street YES   NO  
Exco Commercial Rd YES   YES  
92 Lower Market Street   YES NO  
96 Lower Market Street   YES YES  
2 West St, Glassblowers   YES YES  
Workshop to rear Glassblowers   YES NO  
69 West Street   YES YES  
Convenience Store   YES YES  
8 St Thomas Street   YES YES  
Ope from car park to between 58 & 
62 Lower Market Street 

YES   NO  

Ope between 3 & 5 Higher Market 
Street 

YES   NO  

Street works to Higher & Lower 
Market St, Broad St, Commercial 
Rd, New St & St Gluvias St. 

YES   YES  
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8 
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Figure 9 
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Figure 10 
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Figure 11 
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3.2  Intervention Rates 
 
The Stage 2 bid produced in January 2001 set down grant 
rates at:- 
 
• 50% for repairs 
• 60% for re-roofing and slate hanging where existing slate 

could not be used 
• 75% for reinstatement of lost architectural details, which 

would be of limited or no economic benefit 
 
 
 
3.3    Break Down of Funding 
 
As explained in section 2.5 above, the funding allocation for 
the scheme increased with the additional investment by the 
Town Council and County Council for the public realm.  
Changes were also made to the breakdown in response to the 
demands on the scheme. No alterations were made without 
the full support of all funding partners. 
 
The following table indicates how the initial budget was 
calculated. However as all projects included repairs 
together with some element of enhancement to 
architectural detail and 13 projects involved bringing an 
element of floor space back into use, the final spend 
breakdown is indicative rather than precise. 
 

 
The Falmouth HERs and Penryn THI were originally expected 
to run concurrently. However as a result of delays in 
confirmation of funding, the extremely slow start for the THI 
and changes in project staff, the duration of THI continued for 
longer than originally anticipated. Consequently the budget 
costs for salaries were initially underestimated and required 
revision. 
 
 
 

 Original Budget 
£ 

Final Spend 
£ 

Repairs to target buildings 
 

661,000 515,500 

Enhancement of 
architectural detail 

130,000 100,000 

Work to Public Realm 
 

150,000 290,000 

Bringing floor space back 
 

300,000 300,000 

Revenues spend, salaries, 
and publicity 

99,000 194,500 

Total 
 

1,340,000 1,400,000 

 
 
 
3.4   The Scope of the Works 
 
An illustrated sheet has been produced for each THI grant 
project. This indicates the extent of work, grant awarded and 
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provides before and after photographs. Please see appendix 
2. 
 
3.4.1 Protection of Investment 
 
The quality of repairs has generally been high, monitored by 
both the professional agents and the project officer. Regular 
site inspections and meetings and close working relations 
between all those involved have been vital. On the limited 
occasions when work was not satisfactory, payment was 
withheld until the situation had been resolved. If any of the 
conditions of the grant are contravened following final 
payment there is a clause covering claw back. Many of the 
contractors had limited experience in working with historic 
buildings and consequently specialists were brought in where 
appropriate. However the enthusiasm shown by those working 
on site has been notable. Several firms sent employees to a 
skills training course held towards the end of the project (see 
appendix 3) and many of these have gone on to other courses 
held elsewhere in the county 
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3.4.2 Building Repairs 
Over half of the grant 
aided projects have 
included some element 
of re-roofing or roofing 
repairs. In all cases 
Cornish slate has been 
used and most of the 
projects have included 
scantle slating, a roofing 
technique traditionally 
found in West Cornwall. 
This uses small slates of 
random widths set on 
diminishing courses. 
The slates are bedded 
in lime mortar and hung 
over thinner laths with 
oak pegs, set on a bed 
of lime mortar. The 
technique gives a finely 
grained and textured 
roof contributing 
significantly to the 
character of historic 
buildings and the 
roofscape of the             
Conservation Area. 

Top row; Kings Arms.                                                 Below; 2 Church Hill 
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Temporary protection 
to the Kings Arms, the 
largest roofing project 
executed as part of the 
THI. The cost for such 
protection can however 
be a significant 
element of the cost of 
work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  

By using protective scaffolding and sheeting to provide temporary 
protection during roofing works, projects have been able to continue 
throughout the year. It is interesting to note that in Falmouth and 
Penryn, prior to the schemes, this was unusual, whereas now it is 
accepted practice. 
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Right; Slate hanging to rear wing 
of 4 Broad Street 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cornish slate was also used to repair and renew sections of vertical slate hanging. The technique is again traditional, and in many 
ways similar to scantle slating, but will vary between buildings depending on their construction.  The finish produces a wonderful 
texture, which is a distinctive feature of Penryn’s historic buildings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wet laid slate hanging to 
69 West Street, (before 
far left and after right) 
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This also provided opportunities for enhancement as on the rear elevation of 31 Higher Market Street where the timber boarding 
was replace with local slate. 

 
 
 
Much of the work however has been far less visible 
and included lead repairs to parapets, lead roofing and 
roof repairs. Such intervention has been vital to 
safeguard the life of the building and to maintain a full 
use 
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The repairs have 
required highly 
specialised techniques 
as demonstrated when 
the glass reinforced 
plastic dome of the 
Town Hall was 
replaced in timber and 
lead. 
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Such works needed contractors who were able to work with traditional materials and techniques. Two specialist training courses 
were run by the THI at the beginning of the project (see report in Appendix 3) and may contractors gained additional skills while 
working on the projects. The Project Officer was able to demonstrate best practice and to advise on where to get further help.  
There was however occasion when work was not of a satisfactory standard and grant payment was with held until the situation had 
been resolved (see discussion under section 4.2.3). 
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Joinery 
 
Wherever possible original joinery has been repaired using traditional 
techniques, thereby retaining as much historic fabric as possible. 
Photographs above show repairs to the moulded cornice at 31 Higher 
Market Street and the photograph to the right illustrates the works to the 
roof of the Seven Stars where the earlier rafters were repaired and 
retained in situ and were then strengthened with intermediate new 
rafters and purlins. This not only ensured that early fabric was kept and 
strengthened but also enabled the undulations of the roof to be 
maintained thereby keeping the character of the listed building. 
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Where there has been evidence of earlier detailing which has been lost, an opportunity has been taken to reinstate architectural 
features as illustrated above at 16-18 Lower Market Street. The unsympathetic modern windows have been replaced with more 
authentic sash windows. These works also included removing the dense band of cement which covered the seventeenth century 
ovolo moulded lintels above the windows. These lintels were repaired in situ and then limewashed. 
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Plaster repairs 
Modern hard plasters were removed and replaced with lime stucco and appropriate limewashes or lime paints. 
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3.4.3 Reinstatement of lost 
architectural detail and shop 
front replacement 
 
 
Attention to detail has been 
vital to ensure that the 
character of the conservation 
area is protected and 
wherever possible enhanced. 
At 21 Broad Street the modern 
shop front had been 
unsympathetically punched 
into the nineteenth century 
town house. Although the loss 
of a shop front would normally 
have been resisted, the 
location of the building made 
the proposal to reinstate the 
domestic detailing less 
contentious. 
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Shop fronts 
 
Of the 17 shop fronts, which were grant-aided, 7 were replaced. The results have had a dramatic impact on the street scene. 
Careful attention has been paid to colour schemes, signage and where appropriate lighting. A District Wide shop front and signage 
guide is being prepared and 
examples from Penryn will be 
used to demonstrate best 
practice. 10 historic shop 
fronts have been repaired; 
historic fabric has been 
retained and the colour 
schemes have been 
negotiated with the owners 
 
 
 
At 8 St Thomas Street (top left 
and far right). the joinery was 
carefully repaired and 
redecorated. Repairs included 
works to the seventeenth 
century ovolo moulded door 
frames where new timber was 
splicing in at the base. 
 
 
Bottom left, the historic shop 
front at 69 West Street was 
repaired and redecorated as 
part of the scheme. 
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Where shop fronts have 
been repaired or replaced 
the opportunity has been 
taken to encourage more 
sympathetic signage as part 
of the scheme. Such 
examples can then be used 
as best practice and will 
guide other shop keepers 
who will be able to see the 
positive impact made. 
 

 
 
 
The shop front to 58 Lower 
Market Street was replaced 
and strip lighting has been 
incorporated into the fascia, 
carefully hidden by the 
moulded cornice. 
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Left: An unusual enamel sign has been used for the new Higher Market Studio, a 
shop which previously stood empty. 
 
Below: Hand painted sign on 16-18 Lower Market Street. 
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Below the unsympathetic swan neck lighting at 20 Lower Market Street has   
been replaced with L.E.D. strips which are far less obtrusive. 
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3.4.4 The Public Realm Enhancements 
 

 
The original budget for 
public realm works was 
limited to £150,000. This 
was increased to 
£200,000 with the County 
Council and Town Council 
contributing a further 
£60,000 towards 
associated works such as 
street surfacing and street 
furniture. Compared to 
budgets for recent public 
realm works in Redruth, 
Camborne and Penzance 
the money available was 
extremely limited. 
Consequently it was 
decided that the works in 
Penryn should be 
restricted in area and 
executed to a design and 
build quality that, should 
resources be available, 
could set a standard for 
future works.  
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Works concentrated on the areas to the west and east of the Old Town 
Hall and at Fish Cross where there was the greatest concentration of 
THI grant aided properties. Although initial discussions were held with 
the Highway authority in 2001, the works took an extremely long time to 
work up and it wasn’t until 2007 that the works were completed on site. 
Public consultations, exhibitions and public meetings held in 2004  fed 
into the design and detailing and addressed contentious issues 
including the potential loss of parking, the provision of a disabled 
parking bay and the imperative to manage the works with minimum 
negative impact on the retailers. Individual consultations took place 
prior to works commencing and areas were marked out with sandbags 
and cones in order for the impact of the change in road layout to be 
assessed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PENRYN TOWNSCAPE HERITAGE 

INITIATIVE SCHEME

PUBLIC MEETING
To discuss the proposed

Environmental Improvement Works 

within Penryn Town Centre

at Penryn Town Hall

on Wednesday 25th August 2004

starting at 7.00pm

SHOULD YOU REQUIRE ANY FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:-
Gérard Ball – Conservation Project Officer  - Telephone: 01326 378872 or 01872 224570
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Left and top centre; new granite at the local quarry. Above second hand granite being relaid and right existing granite paving. 
All the granite used in the scheme was provided from a local quarry, 3 miles from site, ensuring that it matched the existing in 
texture, grain and quality. Second hand granite was used in areas where it would be seen against existing historic surfacing as in 
Fish Cross. Each piece of reused granite had to be carefully sourced to avoid slabs from needing to be sawn and therefore loosing 
their worn texture.  The small island to the west of the Town Hall and the area in front of Saracen House was surfaced in new local 
granite. 
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Accessibility 
The width of the roadways and the sensitivity of the historic fabric 
has prevented extensive widening of the footpath and unless the 
centre of the town is pedestrianised, there will always be 
limitations for pushchairs and wheelchairs in Penryn. The historic 
paving (see below has a wonderful texture and any improvements 
needed to respect this quality. However it was also necessary to 
design a scheme which would provide a positive impact improving 
accessibility for all. The access audit produced by Chris 
Matthews, the THI Project Officer, ensured that all detailing not 
only enhanced the historic fabric of the town but also considered 
all those who used the area. The previous lack of drop curbs had 
made it difficult to manoeuvre and improvements were designed 
to address this issue, as illustrated at Fish Cross (right). 

Street furniture was rationalised and carefully placed to minimise 
problems for those people with sight impairment or using a 
wheelchair use. The new seating although not grant aided by the 
THI chose designs which were very simple in style, and were 
carefully positioned to provide easy access. The bench ends 
have open ends and avoid sharp corners. The timber was 
chosen because of its tactile finish and because it contrasted in 
colour and luminance.  
Wherever possible those with disabilities in Penryn were 
consulted both before and during on site. This included a local 
lady with sight impairment and her guide dog who was regularly 
guided around by the Cormac contractors as they undertook 
works. 
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The lighting had previously been provided by clumsy wall mounted 
fittings in various locations (see top left). Although it was not 
possible to replace all the fittings, the enhancements concentrated 
on the centre on the Town using designs which would both 
improve the quality of light while being based on historic precedent 
(see above). 
 
 
 
 
Top left existing lighting on the old Town Hall. 
Bottom left, new lighting 
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Area to East of Town Hall- before 
 

Root growth of the trees in 
the area to the east of the 
Town Hall had lifted the 
granite paving making it 
uneven. The historic 
surfacing had to be hand 
lifted to prevent any damage 
to the tree roots, carefully 
numbered, the roots had to 
be inspected and dealt with 
by the tree officer and then 
the granite was re-laid.  
 
The clutter was removed. 
 
Unauthorised parking had 
caused considerable 
problems for access, 
surfacing and was 
detrimental to the 
appearance of the historic 
core 
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Area to East of Town 
Hall- after 
 The judicial 
positioning of large 
granite troughs has 
enabled the area to be 
claimed back for the 
pedestrian and the 
colourful floral 
displays now add 
interest.  
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Area to the West of the Town Hall- before 
 
This narrow triangle of land had been surfaced with slate crazy paving, 
the railings were an assortment of key clamps and nineteenth century 
sections which required repair and there were planters and motor bikes 
adding to the clutter. 
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Area to the East of the Town Hall- 
after 
The paving in front of Saracen House 
and to the west of the Town Hall has 
been resurfaced in local granite, the 
nineteenth century railings have been 
repaired and new sections have been 
manufactured and fitted by a local 
firm to replace the key clamps. The 
Town Council have financed the 
seating and a ramp will be fitted in 
front of the old Town Hall, completing 
the grant aided access improvements 
to the upper floors. 
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Fish Cross- before 
This area has historically been known as Fish Cross, (remembering the location of the fish market documented in this location by 
1570). The scheduled cross head, now sited by the museum entrance, was originally located here, strengthening this as the likely 
location of the Chapel. The area had become cluttered by unauthorised parking and the surfacing and bus shelter added to the 
unkempt appearance. 
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Fish Cross-after 
Historic photographs provided evidence of the earlier road layout. 
With local consultation it was agreed that the bus shelter be 
removed and a disabled parking space be provided. The area has 
been resurfaced with reclaimed locally sourced granite paving with 
the earlier drainage channels being carefully lifted and reinstated. 
During resurfacing a well was discovered. This was fully recorded 
by the County Historic Environment Service and a granite slab was 
placed over it making it accessible should it be decided to expose 
it at a later date. 
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Locally sourced rough granite bollards have been carefully placed to protect the pavement from unauthorised parking; 
consideration being given to the necessity to provide tonal contrast and to avoid being a hazard to those with visual impairment.  
The tactile paving has been well detailed, the colours carefully chosen to coordinate with adjacent materials while providing 
contrast. The positioning avoids awkward junctions and considers relationship with the surrounding streetscape. 
Two new curved granite benches have been designed provide seating and have been engraved to commemorate the Penryn THI 
and to acknowledge the funding of the  Heritage Lottery Fund, Objective One, The South West Regional Development Agency and 
Carrick District Council with additional contributions by Penryn Town Council and Cornwall County Council. 
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3.5   Feedback from Grantees 
 

On completion of the project each grant recipient was 
contacted by the Project Officer who then filled in a 
questionnaire relating to the scheme (see figure 12). This 
enabled the project team to record information, which was 
then used to inform the outputs including  

 
• Number of businesses operating in the building (to 

advise number of small or medium sized  enterprises 
(SMEs) aided) 

• Type of business (this information has been important 
in research commissioned by Objective 1 relating to 
Great Western Enterprise’s research on The Cornwall 
Public Product: Economic Impact Model and Project 
Developer Toolkit ) 

• Number of employees at time of grant application and 
following completion of works 

• Information on any increase in trade following grant 
aided works 

• Details of additional work which was done either 
concurrently or following grant-aided repairs and 
approximate level of investment. 

• Information on any residential or commercial space that 
had been created or brought back into use 

 
Those interviewed were also asked whether they wished to 
make any further comments especially in regard to whether 
there had been an increase in trade 

The feedback has been very positive with comments such as 
 
Job well done  (Saracen Wines), 
 
We were very pleased to have benefitted (Glass Gallery) 
 
The Penryn THI Scheme has had immense benefits to the 
town and many of the buildings within it which may have 
otherwise have stayed in a dilapidated state for many years 
had it not been for the funding (4 Broad Street) 
 
Opportunity to shop window the good feeling of Penryn town, 
the architecture and sensible rents (Eden Green) 
 
I have found the scheme has been a great thing for the town 
and myself (Convenience Store) 
 
The work has only recently finished and despite desperately 
difficult trading conditions for Public Houses, The Kings Arms 
is enjoying steady growth in business which is resulting in 
more staff hours. The ongoing internal alterations and 
redecoration programme will hopefully result in continued 
growth and further employment (Kings Arms) 
 
It was very helpful for the renovation required to start our 
business. We hope the improvements made not only to our 
building but the whole of the Penryn streetscape will help 
revitalise Penryn.(Number 20 Lower Market Street 
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Figure 12  - QUESTIONAIRE FOR GRANT RECIPIENTS 

 
Address 
 

 
 

Number of businesses 
operating in building 
 

 

Business 1 
 

Description of type of 
businesses (if retail 
include type of shop) Business 2 

 

 
Business 1 Full time Part-time No. of employees at time 

of grant application Business 2 Full time Part-time 

No. of residential units  

 

Did you undertake any extra work on the property, which was not grant aided? 

Concurrently with the scheme Please tick 

Subsequently Please tick 

 

Proposed Please tick 

 
Would you briefly describe the nature of the work and the approximate amount you 
invested or that you are planning to invest. 

 
 

 
 

We are anxious to measure the economic and regenerative benefits and outcomes of the scheme.  The 
type of information that will be useful will be:- 

Have you taken on extra employees since undertaking grant-aided works on your 
property? 

Yes/No Details including full or part-time 
 

Have you experienced an increase in trade since the repairs/refurbishment’s have 
been completed? 

Yes/No 
 

Details 

 
Have you experienced an increase in trade since nearby buildings have been 
repaired or refurbished or as a result of environmental improvements to the Opes? 

Yes/No 
 

Details 

Has additional space been brought back into commercial use? 

Yes/No 
 

Details and approximate area? 

(We are looking for information where the previous poor condition of the building may have restricted 
commercial use or where previously under used upper floors may have been brought back into use). 

Has the grant enabled the commercial area to be extended? Or has a previously 
empty building found a new use? 

Yes/No Details 
 

Has the grant enabled an increase in the residential accommodation? 

Yes/No Details 
 

 
 

Have the works to the Public Realm impacted on your trade? 
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As already discussed above in section 2.6, the original 
outputs failed to demonstrate the full success of the scheme 
together with the economic and regenerative value resulting 
from the repair of the target buildings. The following section 
provides a more complete picture 
 

 

3.6.  Outputs 
 
3.6.1 Outputs on Completion of the THI Scheme 
 
On completion of the project, with the measurement of more 
sophisticated outputs, the following was recorded 
� 29 buildings improved including 24 Listed Buildings 
� 744 square metres of underused floor space returned to 

residential use 
� 1,113 square metres of underused floor space returned to 

commercial use (1,013 square metres let out to date) 
� 273.50 square metres of additional extra commercial floor 

space generated 
� 3,541 square meters of commercial space improved 
� 2,782 square metres of residential floor space improved 

and 127 habitable rooms improved 
� 12 partially vacant commercial buildings brought back into 

use (11 in full use to date) 
� 1 fully residential building brought back into use (achieved) 
� 5 partially residential building brought back into use  

� 6 buildings at risk of collapse or in a condition seriously 
affecting business grant aided and brought back into full 
use 

� 17 grants which included works to shop fronts and 7 new 
shop fronts 

� 29 buildings with architectural features restored 
� 30 small or medium sized enterprises assisted as a result 

of works to buildings 
� 466 square metres of grant aided environmental 

enhancements 
� 36 small or medium sized enterprises assisted as a result 

of environmental enhancements 
� 1 Conservation Area improved 
� Significant contribution to Carrick Integrated Area 

Partnership, Carrick Community Alliance and Carrick 
Community Strategy 

� £973,747 private sector contribution to match fund grant 
applications 

� £60,000 additional public contribution to the environmental 
enhancements 

� £645,327 private investment on improvements to grant-
aided buildings either concurrently or subsequent to grant 
aided works being completed  

� 51.10 full time equivalent direct temporary jobs created  
� 37 full time equivalent gross direct jobs created  
� £1.2 million sales generated 
� 12.69 full time equivalent net additional jobs created 
� 2 training schemes benefitting 15 local contractors 
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Other beneficial outcomes, results and impacts: 
 
� Active engagement of the local community and property 

owners in the regeneration process, creating a more 
sustainable community 

� Increased awareness of sustainable energy principles and 
practical application of these 

� Encouragement of further private and public sector 
investment in Penryn 

� A more vibrant town centre in which people want to live, 
work and shop 

� Attraction of new business and the improvement of 
existing business competitiveness 

� Enhanced local and external perceptions of Penryn as a 
high quality, distinctive historic location with a strong sense 
of civic pride. 

 
 
3.6.2  Calculation of Outputs 
 
Appendix 1 provides a breakdown of the data used in the 
following calculations and gives a picture for the scheme as a 
whole. 
 
The revision of the anticipated outputs was prepared at the 
end of year four and on completion of the project these 
anticipated figures were revisited to assess accuracy (as 
described in section 3.5 above). The data researched for 

direct and for temporary jobs created has proved to be very 
close to those anticipated. However there has been an 
understandable reluctance for grantees to provide full details 
of their retail sales figures and to have these attributed and 
published. Consequently sample data has been provided 
confidentially and this has been used to advise the calculation 
of outputs below. 
    
 
 
3.6.3 Breakdown of Outputs 
 
The scheme commenced on 1 April 2002 with practical 
completion on 30 June 2008.  Looking in more detail the 
following will have been achieved by the end of the project. 
 

� 29 buildings improved including 23 grade 11 Listed 
Buildings and 1 grade 11* Listed Building plus the 
settings of a further 50 listed buildings enhanced as a 
direct result of works to target buildings and 
environmental enhancements. 

 
� Underused floor space returned to residential use / 

commercial use 
 

� Of the 2,782 square metres of residential floor space, 
which will have been improved, 744 square meters 
have been brought back into use. 
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� Of the 3,541 square metres of commercial floor space 

which will have been improved, 1113 square metres 
will have been brought back into use and a further 
273.5 square metres extra floor space generated. 

 
� The grant aided work to all 29 buildings in the scheme 

will have included works to reinstate architectural 
features. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 Church Hill, a derelict, empty listed building which was 
brought back to full residential use with Penryn THI funding 
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30 small or medium sized enterprises (SMEs) assisted as 
a result of works to buildings 
 
All SMEs have received support through the scheme in 
relation to building energy efficiency advice, traditional repairs, 
access improvements, shop front design and grant aid 
towards improvement of premises. In addition to the SMEs 
who have been grant-aided, there have been a number of 
SMEs who received the above advice but did not pursue a 
grant.  
 
A further 36 small or medium sized enterprises (SMEs) have 
been assisted as a result of environmental improvements in 
the vicinity of the premises 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lucy Turner who has set up a new business at 19 Higher 
Market Street and whose shop front and signage was grant 
aided through the THI (image taken from 
http://www.highermarketstudio.co.uk 
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1 Conservation Area improved 
 
The targeting of public realm works and property 
improvements has focused on areas within the Penryn Town 
Centre Conservation Area. All granite used for the 
environmental enhancements has been obtained from local 
quarries, ensuring a careful match with the grain and pattern 
of the existing. 

 

Significant contribution to Carrick Integrated Area 
Partnership, Carrick Community Alliance and Carrick 
Community Strategy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tim Marsh’s quarry at Mabe near Penryn 
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 £1,679,074 private sector contribution  
 

This is broken down into £973,747 to match fund the direct 
grant contribution of £1,145,453. Plus a further £60,000 
contribution from Cornwall County Council and Penryn Town 
Council to works to the environmental enhancements which 
will be fed directly back into the scheme. In addition a further 
£645,327 will have been spent by grantees either concurrently 
or subsequent to grant works being executed. 

 
 
 
 
 
In addition to matching the grant aided repair works to the 
lantern and shop front of 20 Lower Market Street, Ed Hartgill 
has invested significant additional private money to convert 
and furnish his new wine bar “Number 20”. 
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The positive impact made by the grant aided improvements has directly encouraged a number of non grant aided repair 
and enhancement projects close by. Many of these, as noted below, have followed advice provided by the project officer. 
 

Above left, The Little Yellow House, opened last year as a new business by Lucy Spink. Featured in recent articles promoting the 
changing face of Penryn, sells a wide range of homemade cakes, locally made crafts and provides a bespoke florist service. 
Above centre: This shop has been empty for some time and is currently being converted to a high class delicatessen.. 
Above right:; Holy Joe’s café has now closed and the THI project officer has met the new owner to advise on opportunities for 
shop front redesign and signage which will be more fitting for the new prestigious art gallery. 
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52.48 full time equivalent (FTE) direct temporary jobs 
created 
 
Temporary jobs have been created through construction 
works as the most significant element of spend within the THI.  
Total construction costs of grant works are anticipated to total 
£2,119,200 (not including separate works invested in by 
grantees). Research carried out by Atlantic Consultants on 
construction projects Economic Impact of the Mineral 
Tramways Strategy, commissioned by Groundwork Kerrier on 
behalf of the Mineral Tramways Maintenance Group, 1996) 

indicates that 40% of the gross budget for such projects is 
spent on labour costs.  On this basis £847,680 of eligible 
project costs can be attributed to labour. 
This figure has been divided by the average full time 
construction wage in the South West region (£20,586 for 
skilled construction and building trades, taken from New 
Earnings Survey April 2003, Regional Trends) to give a sum 
of 41.18 FTE temporary jobs. 
Professional staff have been employed to implement the 
proposals and manage the construction work that has resulted 
from THI spend.  These are estimated to represent 12% of 
total capital costs giving a figure of £254,304 spent on 
professional staff costs.  Using a comparable Local Authority 
salary of £25,683 (2003/4 figures) this results in the creation 
of 9.92 FTE jobs. 
To accord with the recommended method of calculation for 
ERDF purposes the number for full time equivalent direct 
temporary jobs would be 51.10. 
Project managers for each of the grant aided properties have 
been asked to complete records of all construction weeks 
worked on and off site.  Based on the figures to date, it is 
estimated that a total of 1710 weeks will have been worked 
giving a total of 32.88 FTE. This is the recommended method 
of calculation for HLF purposes. 
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£1,204,105.90 sales generated 

 
To obtain figures for average gross sales per square metre 
the following methodology has been used; Trading figures 
have been obtained from 7 representative retailers in Penryn 
Town Centre. These figures were given in confidence and 
retailers have not been identified. The figures provided were 
for gross takings per week and retail area. These have then 
been reworked to provide an average gross annual sale per 
square metre figure of £868.45. (It is interesting to note that 
this is appreciably lower than Falmouth where similar 
methodology was used as part of the HERs exit strategy 
which gave sums of £978 for High Street, £4827 for Arwenack 
Street and £5,422 for Church Street). 
 
 
These figures have then been multiplied by the commercial 
floor space brought back into use to give a figure of 
£1,204,105.90 total sales generated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16- 18 Lower Market Street had been empty and derelict for 
some years. Grant aided repairs helped bring the basement 
and ground floor (top and centre left) back into use. The shop 
sells high quality furnishings and attracts new shoppers into 
Penryn 
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37 full time equivalent (FTE) gross direct jobs  
 
In order to establish the level of annual sales that supported 
one full time equivalent (FTE) employee, the average gross 
annual sale per square metre was multiplied by the area of 
commercial space improved for each of the 19 grant aided 
buildings in commercial use, and then divided by the number 
of employees for these businesses.  

 868.45 x 3541   =    £38,439.77 
    80 

The figure for total sales generated (£1,204,105.90) was then 
divided by average annual sales per employee (£38,439.77) 
which resulted in an estimated 31.32 FTE jobs created. 
In order to test the reliability of this figure, the average number 
of FTE employees per square metre was calculated by 
dividing the total number of employees (80) by the total 
commercial floor space of the grant aided buildings (3541 

square metres) to 
give 0.0226 FTE per 
square metre. This 
was then multiplied 
by the area of 
commercial floor 
space brought back 
into use (1386.5 
square metre) 
resulting in a figure 
of 31.32 FTE jobs 
created.  

 
 
Now on completion of the project each of the grantees have 
been contacted and asked to provide written confirmation of 
the number of new jobs created. These have either been as a 
result of bringing vacant or part vacant properties back into 
use or as a result an increase in trade. The returns have 
indicated that there have been 22 full time direct jobs and 28 
part time jobs. This however does not take into account to 
jobs that will be created once the remaining empty unit has 
been let.  
 
There has been 1 FTE new job created by the employment of 
project staff to manage the THI. 
 
 
Above new businesses at Number 20 and Merchant House 
have generated new jobs in Penryn 
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12.69 full time equivalent (FTE) net additional jobs 
created 
This is derived from calculation of Supply Chain and Income 
Linkages in relation to gross additional sales income.  It was 
estimated that 90% of additional sales income would be spent 
on goods, services and wages through these two routes, and 
assumed 50% of this through each.  
 
A survey of micro business in South Kerrier (May 2002) 
estimated that 60% of business purchases are made locally.  
This equates to 60p of every £1 spent by these businesses 
remaining in the local economy.  Furthermore, the Needs of 
Micro business research also reported that 83% of businesses 
identified were local, so assuming 83% of money would go to 
local suppliers, this results in a multiplier of 1.5 for Supply 
Chain linkages. 
 
To establish a multiplier for Income Linkages it is assumed 
that of the 50% of safeguarded sales income spent on wages 
40% would be spent in the local economy.  It is felt likely that 
only 40% would be spent locally because of the prevalence of 
national companies that compete for this income.  This 
assumption is backed up by comparison with research 
undertaken in support of the Mineral Tramways Project bid to 
Heritage Lottery Fund (2002).  This results in a multiplier of 
1.4 for Income Linkages. 
 
 
Therefore: 

£1,204,105.90 x 90% x 50% = £541,847.65 

£541,847.65 x 1.5 – £541,847.65 = £270,923.82 spent 
in the local supply chain 

 
£1,204,105.90  x 90% x 50% = £541,847.65 
£541,847.65 x 1.4 – £541,847.65 = £216,739.06 of 
wages spent in the local economy 
 

These results in additional jobs of 12.69 FTE calculated 
through the following: 

 
 

£270,923.82 + £216,739.06  = 12.69 FTE 
                    £38,439.77 
 

(£38,439.77 = average annual sales per employee) 
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2 Training Schemes benefiting 15 local contractors 

 
In June 2004 the project team for the Falmouth HERS and 
Penryn Townscape Heritage Initiative organised two one-
week traditional building skills training programmes. These 
were open to local contractors and all 15 who attended gained 
some form of qualification. Many have continued their study at 
Cornwall Pool Redruth College (School of the Built 
Environment) pursuing their NVQ levels 2 and 3.  
 
A more detailed discussion may be found in appendix 3 of this 
report. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Trainees from Quadron Services, Chough Construction and 
Bolitho Estate work together under the watchful eye of course 

instructor Viv Stratton. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Phil Brown and Richard Marsh (the course tutors) outline 
different plastering techniques to the trainees. 

 
 
On site training and guidance has also been provided by the 
project officer and specialist advisors as discussed in section 
4.2.3. 
 
Equal Opportunities 
 
Through supporting individual projects and the proposed 
environmental enhancements, the scheme has promoted the 
consideration of physical access to shops and within and 
around the town. Additional advice on access issues has been 
available from the Project Officer, a trained access officer and 
access audits have been completed for the Old Town Hall and 
the Public Realm Works. This has enabled a more proactive 
approach to address physical access to the historic 
environment over and above legislative requirements. 
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All this helps promote the town, helps encourage visitors and 
improves the environment for those living and working in the 
area. It therefore has a direct financial impact although this 
would be extremely difficult to measure or record. 
 
Grants for repairs to the buildings have been open to all. They 
have not been means tested but have been totally dependent 
on the building project fulfilling the criteria. 
 
The Penryn THI has been used by Objective 1 as a case 
study for Best Practice guidance notes on Equal Opportunities 
and is posted on their website 
www.objectiveone.com/client/cases/equal_cases/equal_pdfs/
penryn    
 
 
 
Penryn Town Trail 
 
In July 2006 Penryn Museum Society launched their Town 
Trail, a successful and extremely well presented publication 
grant aided by the Heritage Lottery Fund. The Penryn THI 
was able to provide advice and guidance through the active 
involvement of Kelly Henderson- Morris, the THI Admin 
Officer.  
 
The leaflet is particularly unusual and not only guides the 
reader on a circular walk around the town but also provides an 
interesting background on the people of Penryn. 
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Extensive positive media coverage 
 
It has been the intention of the THI to boost the profile of 
the town through pursuing a communications strategy that 
has generated media coverage.   
 
Now at the end of the project it is especially welcoming to 
see that the image of Penryn has changed. Articles such 
as Penryn Phoneix rising in the April 2007 edition of 
Cornwall Today paint the town as a exciting place to visit 
and to live in.  
 
The influx of students has given the centre a new vibrancy 
and many new businesses are being attracted by lower 
rates and potentially untapped markets. 
 
 
As discussed in section 5.4 of this report the type of 
businesses have changed and there is clear evidence that 
they are actively seeking opportunities to work together. 
For example Lucy Turner’s website for the Higher Market 
Studio (shop front grant aided by the THI ) provides a map 
promoting her commercial neighbours. She is also 
exploring possibilities of using the furnishings from the 
shop opposite (Eden Green at 16 -18 Lower Market Street, 
another grant aided property which had previously been 
empty) as a backdrop for her exhibitions and marketing. 
 
To right extract from http://www.highermarketstudio.co.uk/ 
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In January 2008 a group of 10 Penryn businesses joined 
together with the museum to produce a leaflet to promote 
them selves across the region. The publication, a beautifully 
designed, high quality product with a print run of 10,000 
graphically illustrates how the perception of the town has been 
transformed. 
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The purpose of this next section is to highlight a number 
of the issues experienced during the setting up and 
management of the Penryn THI. They demonstrate the 
complexity of the scheme and describe how various 
problems were addressed. 
 
4.1       Content 
 
4.1.1  Target Buildings 
 
When the list of target buildings was drawn up the condition 
and degree of vacancy was carefully considered. However 
ownership complications were only discovered once the 
scheme had commenced.  
 
 
4.1.2 Changes to Schedules 
 
As indicated in section 3.1 the initial take up was much slower 
than it had been for the Falmouth HERs and it became clear 
early on that many of the potential grantees would have to 
consider borrowing all their contribution. Hence it was vital to 
build up confidence. It had been anticipated that once a few 
projects were scaffolded, it would confirm that the scheme 
was up and running and it would attract others to come 
forward. However it was not until year 3 that demand really 
picked up. 
The Project Officer spent much of his time during his first two 
and a half years talking to owners of target buildings. Many 
were reluctant to take up the grant and there were few outputs 

achieved during this period. It was tempting to make changes 
to the proposed list to ensure the continuation of the scheme. 
However, as the appearance of the town changed a large 
proportion changed their minds. Eventually demand exceeded 
the budget and resulted in a lower percentage being offered in 
order to provide the maximum number of grants. 
 
All additional projects to the target list fulfilled the criteria set 
down for eligible buildings (see section 2.2). Although a full 
survey had been carried out in October 1999 it had involved 
mostly external inspections. It was found that many of those 
added to the list were suffering from defects which had not 
been readily visible from street level or from a condition which 
had been aggravated during the delay between survey and 
the later stages of the project. 
 
 
4.2.1  Management 
 
4.2.1  Recruitment Problems and Staffing 
 
Experience of running both the Falmouth HERS and Penryn 
THI have led us to conclude that we had gravely 
underestimated the staffing resources required for a project of 
this nature. 

 
The budget had anticipated that the project officer would be 
employed for a three year period splitting his/her time 
between the HERS and the Penryn THI. The initial delay in 
confirmation of the Penryn funding meant that the projects 
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were unable to run concurrently. As a result the Project Officer 
worked full time for almost a year on the HERS before the THI 
started and has continued working for a further two and a half 
years full time on the THI after the HERS was completed.  
This has therefore increased the revenue costs, especially for 
the THI, at the expense of capital projects. However it is now 
acknowledged that without this investment in project support, 
neither of the schemes would have succeeded.  
 
In addition a dedicated project manager has also worked 
approximately 16 hours a week on these two complex 
projects. This time had not been factored into the budget and 
the cost has been met entirely by Carrick. 
 
The need for administrative support had also not been 
appreciated when drawing up the budget for the Falmouth 
HERS. This issue was addressed with the Penryn THI and the 
part time post has proved invaluable. 

 
During the lifetime of the Falmouth HERS and Penryn THI 
there have been three project officers. It has been found that 
with the short term nature of the post and its location in 
Cornwall, it has been difficult to retain staff and to attract large 
numbers of applicants. This problem has also been 
experienced by other Cornish Authorities. Fortunately 
however the project has benefited from the appointments 
made. 

 

Each Project Officer has come from a different background 
and brought differing qualities. Consequently although the 
staff changes have been inconvenient, the project its self has 
actually benefitted from such a range of skills. 

 
 
4.2.2 Statutory Consents 
 
Although the grant offer made it clear that the applicant had to 
obtain all necessary consents prior to works commencing on 
site, there were a number of occasions where complications 
arose.  To many grantees and their agents, the fact that the 
project team were part of Carrick District Council meant that 
many assumed it satisfactory to comply with the conditions of 
the grant offer without ensuring that conditions on any 
Planning or Listed Building Consents were discharged. 
Further as the grant project was normally worked up in 
advance of applications for Planning or Listed Building 
Consent or Building Regulation Approval, there were 
occasions, especially with the latter, when the proposals were 
amended and the grantee omitted to inform the Project 
Officer. Consequently experience in managing the THI 
scheme has demonstrated the importance of all services and 
departments working closely together. 
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4.2.3 Contractors and Agents 

At the beginning of the HERS and THI projects, grantees 
found it very difficult to find agents who were either capable or 
willing to submit grant applications on their behalf. Eventually 
one local practice of Falmouth surveyors acted as agents for 
over half of the projects. 

Constant changes in contractors working on site have caused 
delays and problems in quality control. Many of the 
contractors have not been highly skilled and it has been 
necessary for the project officer to provide guidance on 
methods and techniques, it being extremely fortunate that the 
project officer had the practical skills to be able to do this. 
However in a number of cases contractors have received 
hours of advice and then have moved onto other projects only 
to be replaced by a new team. This has been extremely 
frustrating and has been a drain on project staff resources. On 
the positive side however it has increased the local skills base 
and will have a long term benefit 

Towards the end of the project it became more difficult to find 
contractors who were willing to submit tender prices for the 
contracts. The reasons given have been that there is plenty of 
work around, the complexity of the paperwork and meeting 
deadlines set down for submitting tenders, for start dates and 
also for contract periods. 

Regular meetings with the Project Officer and both the agents 
and contractors were vital. Frequent site inspections ensured 
that if work was not satisfactory or needed to be amended, the 

problem could be rectified without delay or without the works 
going too far. 

 

 

4.2.4 Traditional Skills Training 

 

The two training schemes outlined in appendix 3 were held at 
the beginning of the scheme and proved helpful, improving 
the skills base.  15 local construction firms were invited to 
participate with free places being offered for two one week 
courses in traditional masonry and roofing repairs and cob 
and lime plaster techniques. Many of the contractors who 
completed the courses were so enthused that they have 
continued their training at Cornwall College and have attained 
NVQ levels 2 and 3. Other similar training programmes are 
now being developed and offered in Cornwall 
 
 
4.2.5 Environmental Enhancement 
 
The proposals for the public realm works in Penryn required 
the investment of considerable time and good will from all 
involved. Without the additional funding from the County 
Council and Town Council and the enthusiasm and expertise 
of the Project Officer, Chris Matthews, the local owner of the 
granite quarry, Tim Marsh and the patience and careful 
attention of Andy Hoskin of the Cornwall County Council 
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Highway Design Group and Steve Rose, the site foreman and 
Assistant Area Manager for Cormac, the works would not 
have been completed on time or on budget.  

 

The works throughout the project have taken up far more of 
the Project Officer’s time than had previously been expected. 
A personal approach to public consultation, visiting traders 
individually, was imperative and even with the considerable 
amount of time invested there was still media criticism. Press 
releases were issued and the project officer gave a number of 
radio interviews. 

 

During the months running up to the enhancement work the 
project officer worked virtually full time coordinating the 
activities of all those involved, ensuring that materials had 
been ordered and procurement requirements were met. It is 
evident that it was only with this hand on approach that the 
contract was able to be completed in twelve weeks and 
indeed if there had been fewer problems with unauthorised 
car parking it could have been even shorter. The project 
Officer’s on site monitoring and close working with the County 
Council Design Team, Highways Teams and Cormac (the 
contractors) no doubt saved both time and money and daily 
site meetings during the contract helped resolve any 
confusion and avoid delay. 

 

Already however there are problems with litter and clutter 
creeping back and it will be vital that the Conservation Area 
Management Plan addresses these issues and 
responsibilities are clearly set down and fully accepted by all 
those informed.  

Lack of resources has hindered the control of unauthorised 
car parking in the past. However in May 2008 new changes in 
the traffic management regime will mean that responsibility for 
street parking will pass from the police to the local authority. It 
is hoped that this will result in a stricter approach. 

Long term in order to protect the investment and ensure that 
maintenance is regularly carried out it will be vital that the 
Town Council and new unitary Council fulfil their obligations 
and duties.  

 
 
4.3 Funding 
 
4.3.1 Initial Teething Problems 
 

The Falmouth HERs had been one of the first projects of its 
type to gain funding under the Objective One for Cornwall and 
Isles of Scilly, and hence there had been a number of teething 
problems. These primarily related to the restriction on funding 
for residential properties and the State Aid. 

To avoid a repeat of many of these problems when Stage 2 of 
the Penryn THI was commissioned, the consultants were 
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requested to draw up the Heritage Lottery Fund bid 
concurrently with other requests for match funding. This then 
enabled the project to take into consideration the 
requirements of all funding partners in the business plan. 
 
The implications of State Aid had not been appreciated until 
the HERS project had been running for 18 months and there 
had been very little advice available to help the project office 
understand the extremely complex European Union guidance 
which had been produced.  Although complicated, the 
submission for the Penryn THI was more straightforward and 
Annex 2 (Block exemptions Proforma SMEs Aid No 70/2001) 
was forwarded to the State Aid Unit on 22.11.2001 and was 
then advertised in the Official Journal. Guidance notes were 
provided in the application pack, on the application form and 
on the Carrick Web Site, explaining the implications to 
grantees. This procedure was necessary until the State Aid 
issues were resolved.  
 
 
4.3.2 Profiling Spend 
 

The financial management for the HERS and THI has been 
extremely complicated. This has largely been the result of 
having a number of different match funding partners, each 
with different accounting systems. During the period that the 
HERS and THI were running concurrently, the Project 
Manager had to put in up to eight returns per quarter, plus 
monthly returns for the Single Regeneration Budget, each with 

progress reports that reflected the individual funders’ 
particular interest! 

The European Regional Development Fund profile of spend 
had to be adjusted regularly because of the slow start. 
 
The Heritage Lottery Funding further complicated matters as 
there were set timetables for offers to be made. Thankfully the 
Lottery Fund have been relatively flexible and allowed the 
deadline to be extended with any savings being fed back into 
the scheme. Had these allowances not been made, the 
scheme would not have been able to draw down the entire 
match funding.  

Initially the Rural Development Programme funding, 
administered by the South West Regional Development 
Agency, was awarded annually with strict deadlines for spend. 
With extremely limited capital spend in the first two years the 
draw down was limited, SWRDA’s contribution was then 
virtually put on hold for 2 years and Carrrick were required to 
bank role the project until a new contract was issued. 

Eventually however on completion of the final piece of 
work, the Conservation Area Appraisal and Management 
Plan (see section 5.2.1) all the common fund of £1.34 
million will have been spent and will have attracted over 
£2 million private investment. 
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4.3.3 Claw back 
 
The provisions of claw back have varied with each of the 
match funders. The statutory provision for the Local Authority 
is set down in the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 enabling Carrick to consider 
reclaiming grants for up to three years after award. There was 
no formal arrangement set down by Government Office South 
West for the ERDF funding while the contract issued by the 
South West Regional Development Agency calculated a claw 
back on a reducing scale over a period of up to five years, 
depending on the size of the grant. The arrangements for the 
Heritage Lottery Fund are significantly more complicated and 
depend on the size and type of grant awarded and can require 
repayment for a period of up to ten years after completion. 
 
The issue unfortunately deterred several owners of target 
buildings from taking up grant funding. Further when 
valuations were sought for buildings where ownership and 
tenancy varied from floor to floor, there were no simple 
calculations. Even the carefully considered formulas used by 
the Heritage Lottery Fund for THI funding proved unhelpful.  
To date there have been no sales of grant aided buildings. 
 
Consequently this has required the project officer to spend 
significant amounts of time explaining the implications to 
potential grantees and has unfortunately deterred a small 
number of owners from taking up grant funding.  
 
To date there has been no clawback of grant aid. 

4.3.4  Recording of Outputs 
 
As outlined above in section 3, considerable time has been 
invested in developing a methodology for recording outputs 
that demonstrated the economic and regenerative benefits of 
a scheme such as the Falmouth HERS and Penryn THI. The 
greatest problem was the absence of guidance available 
when the scheme was first planned and the vastly differing 
methods of recording outputs practiced by the match funders.  
 
It should be noted that even the most basic baseline data is 
calculated differently. This includes information on whether 
the grant-aided building is subdivided; if it is semidetached 
and a grant has been given for both parts, this may count as 
either one or two buildings depending on the funding body! 
Methods of calculating full time equivalent direct temporary 
jobs in the construction trade differ between Heritage Lottery, 
SWRDA and the European Regional Development Fund and 
each funder has had their own interpretation of outputs for 
sales safeguarded. 
 
It should be emphasised that this has been a nightmare for 
quarterly returns and has been an unnecessary drain on staff 
resources. 

 

The grant application forms and details required for payment 
sheets have enabled many of the outputs to be recorded and  
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monitored effectively. However changes introduced by the 
South West Development Agency part way through the 
scheme have meant that it has been difficult to obtain 
information on employment retrospectively. This has not been 
an ideal situation. 

 
 
4.3.5 Audit Checks 

Owing to the complexity of the funding and the number of 
different projects which were grant aided through the HERs 
and THI, gathering information for inspections, audit checks 
and for Customs and Excise recording proved extremely time 
consuming. While it is accepted that such an exercise is 
necessary it is suggested that match funding partners could 
agree a procedure and perhaps nominate a single body to 
undertake and oversee inspection. This would have the added 
advantage of providing reassurance for those funding bodies 
with less experience in such procedures 
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4.4 Results 
 
4.4.1 Best Practice and Visits to the Project 
 
The project has been upheld by a number of the match 
funders as an example of good practice. The team have 
regularly provided advice to other similar schemes with 
examples of guidance notes, application forms, spread 
sheets, methods of recording outputs and repair techniques. 
This has been by telephone, email and in person. 

 

We understand that the Finance Team at The Objective 1 
office in Plymouth used the Falmouth HERS and Penryn THI 
as best practice in a visit to advise on similar schemes in 
Malta and they also sent ECOTEC Research and Consulting 
Ltd to study the Falmouth HERS and Penryn THI as part of 
the mid-term evaluation of Objective 1 funding. 
 
Visits have been made by various officials including a Scottish 
group at the beginning of the project and a Slovenian 
delegation in July 2005, the latter being organised by United 
Kingdom Trade and Investment, an arm of the Department of 
Trade and Industry. 
 

In June 2007 a presentation was arranged as part of the 
Cornwall Lecture to outline lessons learnt during the project. 
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5.1  Safeguarding Investment- The Exit Strategy 
 
5.1.2 Grant- Aided Buildings 
 
The THI contract specifically addressed the responsibility of 
the grantee to maintain their building, paragraph 31 of the 
grant contract stated - 
  

‘The applicant, freeholder or responsible lessee shall 
ensure that the property is maintained fully and 
appropriately for a period of three years in order to 
protect the investment of public funds.’ 

 
 
The locations of the grant aided properties have been marked 
as constraints on the Planning mapping system. This will 
inform officers dealing with any applications received for 
Planning Consent, Listed Building Consent or issues relating 
to enforcement. In addition officers involved in Property 
Searches have also been advised of addresses and 
conditions relating to grant payments. If a search is made on 
any of these properties the grant office/ conservation officer is 
notified. 
 
 
 
5.2  Building on the THI Project- The Planning Framework 
 
5.2.1 Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan 
 

Work has commenced on the updating the Conservation Area 
Appraisal for Penryn, (first published as Supplementary 
Planning Guidance in October 1998) and the completion of a 
Management Plan. This will develop the existing appraisal, 
use the additional resource provided by the Cornwall and 
Scilly Urban Survey report for Penryn, and will be an 
important element of the forthcoming Falmouth and Penryn 
Area Action Plan. The commissioning and content of the 
Appraisal and Management Plan will follow guidance set 
down by English Heritage in their reports Guidance on 
Conservation Area Appraisals (August 2005) and Guidance 
on the Management of Conservation Areas (August 2005). 
 
 
5.2.2 The Falmouth and Penryn Area Action Plan 
 
To take forward future planning of the area Carrick, in 
partnership with Cornwall County Council and the South West 
Regional Development Agency commissioned consultants to 
develop a combined development framework to inform the 
preparation of the Falmouth and Penryn Area Action Plan.  
The consultants, Terrence O’Rourke, focused on key themes 
and areas of change including the challenges of continuing 
the regeneration of the town centre, a strategy for the 
waterfront and maximising the benefits of the university.   
 
The work required an understanding of the historic grain of 
each town and by developing proposals through this approach 
it would enable them to build upon the theme of regeneration 
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through heritage started with the HERS in Falmouth and THI 
in Penryn. 
 
By strengthening the retail core and local environment in an 
integrated manner, the proposals will then assist in ensuring 
the future maintenance and viability of the buildings where 
improvements have been funded. 
 
 
5.3  Ongoing and New Initiatives 
 
The Convergence Programme is the latest tranche of 
European Structural Funds to offer potential for the further 
development of the local economy of Penryn. Combined with 
current and anticipated future private sector investment, this 
latest round of public sector enabling brings with it a Strategic 
Investment Framework (currently in preparation) to direct 
funds to best effect, and the prospect of the following 
schemes: 
 

� An incubator unit at the Tremough campus of the 
Combined University in Cornwall  for the propagation of 
knowledge based industries; 

� A Combined University in Cornwall (CUC) Masterplan 
to assist in embedding the benefits of the CUC in 
Penryn and surrounding area. 

� Fibre optic ICT connection to Penryn as one of a 
number of hubs within Cornwall;  

 

Tremough campus at 
Penryn, hub of the 
Combined Universities 
in Cornwall project 
www.falmouth.ac.uk 
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� Passing loops on the Falmouth – Truro Branch-line 
benefitting Penryn by doubling the frequency of trains 
serving the town; 

� A Combined University in Cornwall (CUC) Masterplan 
to assist in embedding the benefits of the CUC in 
Penryn and surrounding area. 

� A private sector led refurbishment of older industrial 
premises at Kernick industrial estate (15 units 
refurbished so far with two new units to be 
constructed); 

� The construction of a road and provision of services to 
employment land on Kernick industrial estate to create 
major new opportunities for high quality workspace 
projects; 

� Possible private sector redevelopment of older 
premises in Commercial Road and West End including 
a former garage and quarry for employment and mixed 
uses; 

� Strengthening of maritime employment opportunities at 
Ponsharden including added benefits and spin-offs to 
the Ponsharden Park and Ride/Float site and new 
marine related floor space; 

� A sustainable transport network serving Penryn and 
Falmouth. 

 
 
5.4  The Impact of the Penryn THI and Other Initiatives 
 
Other than for the specific THI target projects it would be 
difficult to identify exactly which improvements to the town and 

its businesses could be directly attributed to the Penryn THI. 
However the scheme, with other regenerative initiatives, has 
stimulated a readily identifiable increase in a sense of pride, 
particularly within the business sector 
 
Following the repair and enhancement of prominent historic 
buildings and public realm, the THI has encouraged many 
other owners to invest in their properties. This is especially 
evident when the photographic surveys of the target area, 
taken in 1999 and 2000, are compared with today. Now there 
is seldom a time when scaffolding is not evident somewhere 
in the main street. 
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Top left furniture by Lucy Turner, Higher Market Studio, below, interior of Malcolm 
Sutcliffe’s Glass Gallery, middle Ed Hartgill’s Wine Bar Number 20 and to right 
glass blowing lessons given by Malcolm Sutcliffe in his Glass workshop. 
Images taken from www.highermarketstudio.co.uk, www.malcolm-sutcliffe.co.uk 
and THI records 

The improvement in the quality of the built environment continues to attract new businesses into the town such as new art 
galleries, cafes, wine bars and new restaurants. This in turn attracts more visitors. Businesses such as the Convenience Stores 
have reporting a change in trade and the new development down at Jubilee Wharf have a waiting list for tenants. 
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5.5 Messages to Pass On 
 
The THI scheme has generally been deemed successful as 
demonstrated by the feedback from grantees (section 3.5) 
and the increased sense of ownership.  The grant team has 
started a steep learning curve and it is hoped that the issues 
raised in section 4 of this report will prove of interest to both 
funders and administrators of similar schemes. 

The improvement in the quality of the built environment 
continues to attract new businesses into the town such as 
new art galleries, cafes, wine bars and new restaurants. This 
in turn attracts more visitors. 
 



APPENDIX 1 PENRYN THI OUTPUTS
REF ADDRESS SME JOBS COMMERCIAL PARTIALLY SQM  OF RESIDENTIAL FULLY PARTIALLY SQM OF USE OF USE OF BUILDING NO OF EXTRA ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT GRANT 

ASSISTED CREATED SPACE VACANT UNDERUSED FLOORSPACE VACANT VACANT UNDERUSED BUILDING AFTER HABITAL FLOORSPACE SPEND TO MATCH PAID
INFO IMPROVED COMMERCIAL COMMERCIAL IMPROVED RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL PRIOR TO THI ROOMS GENERATED GRANT
FROM METER S BUILDING FLOORSPACE METERS BUILDING BUILDING FLOORSPACE GRANT IMPROVED METER SQ
GRANTEE SQUARE BROUGHT BACK BROUGHT BACK SQUARE BROUGHT BACK BROUGHT BACK BROUGHT BACK

INTO USE INTO USE INTO USE INTO USE INTO USE
THI/03/PA12 Anchor 2 YES 0 EMPTY AND RESIDENTIAL 2581.5 24,938.50

DERELICT & COMMERCIAL
THI/03/PA13 21  Broad Street 0 0 0 0 210 0 YES 105 PART EMPTY RESIDENTIAL 5 0 7955.56 28,566.69 33,940.83         

PART RESIDENTIAL
THI/03/PA15 2 West Street 1 30 0 0 110 0 0 0 GALLERY AND GALLERY AND 5 14233.51 21,591.82         

RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL
THI/03/PA16 Exco -44-46  Gluvias Street 1 160 0 0 0 0 0 0 OFFICES AND OFFICES AND 0 0 5,600.19             5,754.82           

WORKSHOP WORKSHOP
THI/04/PA17 Environmental Enhancements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,200.00           

THI/04/PA18 2 Church Hill 1 0 0 0 123 YES 0 123 EMPTY AND RESIDENTIAL 5 0.00 134,220.10 59,665.65         
DERELICT

THI/04/PA19 9 Broad Street 0 0 0 0 54 0 0 0 RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL 5 0 1,276.72             1,761.72           

THI/04/PA20 Skills Training Course 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,875.00           

THI/04PA21 20 Lower Market Street 1 75 YES 75 170 0 0 EMPTY PROPOSED CAFÉ 6 8,209.95 14,967.74         
WITH RESIDENTIAL AND WINE BAR

Signage 1 & RESIDENTAIL
THI/04/PA22 Masonic Lodge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MASONIC LODGE MASONIC LODGE 0 0 7,735.58             7,177.54           

THI/04/PA23 16/18 Lower Market Street 3 130 YES 50 180 0 0 0 EMPTY GROUND 2 RETAIL UNITS WITH 5 80 6,000.00          20,050.52           36,940.99         
FLOOR WITH FLATS ABOVE
LIMITED RESIDENTIAL

THI/05/PA24 58 Lower Market Street 1 252 YES 126 240 0 YES UNDERUSED BASEMENTSHOP AND FLATS 9 126 361,464.04      15,579.86           26,645.27         
SHOP AND FLATS

THI/05/PA25 31 Higher Market Street 1 30 0 0 60 0 0 0 RESIDENTIAL AND RESIDENTIAL AND 3 0 23,624.53 51,052.07         
COMMERCIAL COMMERCIAL

THI/05/PA29 4 Broad Street 2 32.5 YES 32.5 74 0 YES 74 VACANT AND DERELICTFLATS AND 7 106,649.10 84,497.25         
OFFICES

THI/06/PA38 Seven Stars, Lower Market St 1 180 0 0 266 0 0 0 PUB PUB 7 43098.67 73,558.68         
WITH RESIDENTIAL WITH RESIDENTIAL

THI/05/PA30 8/10 Market Mews, 1 80 YES 80 302 302 YES 302 VACANT FLATS WITH 10 150,000.00 15,134.39 21,608.27         
Lower Market Street  PROPOSED RETAIL

ON GROUND FLOOR
THI/05/PA26 Merchant House, 3 1093 YES 432 169 0 0 0 RETAIL GF, PART RETAIL, OFFICES 5 39,909.84 36,433.00 37,844.26

Commercial Road EMPTY ABOVE WITH AND 
SOME RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL

THI/05/PA37 Old Town Hall 0 300 0 0 0 0 0 0 MEETING  ROOMS MEETING  ROOMS 18,337.84 94,563.26 104,635.92
AND MUSEUM AND MUSEUM

THI/06/PA39 Kings Arms, Broad St 1 628 YES 240 60 0 0 0 PUB WITH VACANT PUB WITH 7 73,774.02 119,048.82
UPPER FLOORS MEETING ROOMS

& B & B
THI/05/PA27 65 The Terrace 2 20 0 0 40 0 0 0 SHOP WITH FLAT SHOP WITH FLAT 3 0 12,297.47 17,292.33         

THI/05/PA28 67 The Terrace 1 50 0 0 10 0 0 0 INDIAN TAKEAWAY INDIAN TAKEAWAY 2 0 12,335.18 18,067.05         
WITH FLAT WITH FLAT

THI/05/PA35 96 Lower Market Street 1 20 YES 20 120 0 0 0 EMPTY SHOP  NEW 4 0 14,810.51 19,644.24         
WITH FLAT SHOP WITH FLAT

THI/05/PA36 69 West Street 1 27.5 YES 27.5 150 0 0 0 EMPTY  GF  PLUMBERS WITH 6 27.5 0 10,152.37 16,976.52         
RESIDENTIAL ABOVE FLAT ABOVE

THI/06/PA43 Barns at rear of Kings Arms 1 40 YES 0 140 0 YES 140 EMPTY AND RESIDENTIAL 6 40 118,406.43         56,200.00         
DERELICT

THI/06/PA40 Community Rooms 2 335 0 0 0 0 0 0 COMMUNITY ROOMS COMMUNITY 0 93,580.53 11,805.38
ROOMS

THI/06/PA41 6 Broad Street 0 0 0 0 0 0 RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL 10 0 527.43 527.43

THI/06/PA44 19 Higher Market Street 1 30 YES 30 220 0 0 EMPTY SHOP SHOP WITH 4 2,319.46             2,319.46           
WITH RESIDENTIAL WITH RESIDENTIAL

THI/06/PA42 29 Higher Market Street 1 28 0 0 84 0 0 SHOP WITH SHOP WITH 4 1,720.17             1,720.17           
RESIDENTIAL ABOVE RESIDENTIAL 

ABOVE
THI/06/PA45 Environmental enhancements 0 0 0 0 0 60,000.00           230,913.28

Public realm
THI/07/PA46 8 St Thomas Street 0 0 0 0 0 0 RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL 4 7245.59 7245.59

THI/07/PA47 10 Broad Street 0 0 0 0 0 RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL 5 9,332.72             10,032.70         

THI/07/PA48 Conservation Management 21,000.00         
Plan
TOTAL 30 22 full time 3541 12 1113 2782 1 6 744 127 273.5 645,327.00      973,747.00         1,145,453.00

28 part time

FIGURES YET TO BE PRODUCED
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The Old Market Hall is a Grade II* building and dates from the seventeenth 
century with the addition of the later clock tower in 1839.  It is the main focal 

point of the town and is sited on an island of land at the confluence and 
divergence of the main arterial route through Penryn. 

The building works to the tower included the reinstatement of the lead 
cupola, repairs to decaying stonework, pointing, suspended floors and 
some of the architectural detailing to the higher level. The works also 

addressed access issues and will improve access into the building with a 
new granite ramp with hand rails to match existing railing details, a stair lift 
and accessible toilet provision. Works have included repairs to the clock 

face, box frame sliding sash windows and the redecoration of the external 
and internal elevations. 

 
Total grant paid £103,267.29 
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The THI grant contributed to the repair and redecoration of the 

nineteenth century shop front at 19 Higher Market Street. The shop 
has been empty for some time and it is excellent to see this unit 

brought back into use as a design and art studio for local artists. Much 
of the original fabric has been retained and the façade has now been 

repaired with the finishes put back into a good condition. 
 

Total grant £2,221.34 
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29 Higher Market Street was probably erected in 
the eighteenth century on the site of an earlier 
building. It still retains a late nineteenth century 

shop front with its lead canopy which was 
repaired as part of the Penryn THI. Other works 

included the removal of impermeable paint 
finishes and redecoration in breathable finishes, 
repairs to joinery and the reinstatement of lost 

cast iron guttering. 
The property is part of a group of buildings 
which have been grant aided including 31 
Higher Market Street and the Town Hall. 

 
Total grant £1,638.25 
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This seventeenth century townhouse was partly remodelled in the eighteenth 
century and is one of Penryn’s most distinctive listed buildings. The grant aided 

works included the removal of the later pebble dash finish to the upper jetted floors, 
replacing it in lime stucco with incised lined. The roof was replaced with Cornish 

slate laid traditionally in random widths and diminishing courses. The plastic 
rainwater goods were replaced in cast iron and the asbestos sheeting on the rear 
elevation was removed and replaced with Cornish slate hanging. The nineteenth 

century sashes on the front elevation were repaired and inappropriate windows and 
doors were replaced with more traditional detailing. 

The rear porch was reconstructed in slate with timber boarding and the external 
decorations were re-painted with a breathable paint finish. 

 
The total grant paid was £51,052.07 
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The Community Rooms to the rear of the Methodist Church were 
built as part of a group in 1891 by J W Trounson. The roof, which 

was in a poor condition, was letting in water and damaging 
finishes and the windows had suffered decay. The grant 

contributed towards joinery repairs with timber splicing and some 
replacement. The pointing which had failed in places was raked 
out and repointed in a traditional lime mortar. The whole exterior 

was then redecorated to extend the life of the joinery and enables 
the building to continue to fulfil an important community function. 

 
Total grant £11,805.38 
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65 and 67 The Terrace, a pair of eighteenth 
century townhouses, were remodelled in the mid 

nineteenth century. Grant aided repairs have 
contributed towards the significant 

transformation of these listed buildings. The 
roofs have been recovered in Cornish slate, the 
parapets rebuilt, the cement render on the front 

has been replaced in lime and the windows 
have been repaired and modern unsympathetic 

ones replaced with more authentic detailing. 
The chimneys, previously removed, have been 
rebuilt and the chimney pots reinstated greatly 

enhancing the roof scape. 
 

Total grants £18,067.05 and £17,292.33                            
totalling £35,359.37 
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The Seven Stars Public House is a notable listed building in a 
prominent location on the Terrace and dates back to the late 
seventeenth century. Whilst containing many of its original 

interesting architectural features, it had been subjected to some 
poorly conceived interventions including an asbestos roof covering 
to the rear slope of the main roof and some flat roofing works to the 
side. The grant-aided works have made a dramatic improvement. 

Significant structural problems have been addressed while ensuring 
minimum intervention to the historic fabric. This unfortunately had to 
include the replacement of the original ovolo-moulded timber lintels 

which had decayed beyond salvage, making the front elevation 
unstable. The roof structure has been repaired and recovered in 
local Cornish scantle slate, laid traditionally in random widths and 

diminishing courses, the windows have been repaired and the 
chimney stacks partly rebuilt. The signage has been renewed and 

the whole building has been redecorated. 
 

Total grant £73,756 
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 The ground floor of this early nineteenth century building was 
vacant. Grant aid through the Penryn THI contributed to 
repairs to the finely detailed shop front reinstating lost 

detailing, renewing the slate hanging with wet laid Cornish 
scantle slate, replacing the asbestos slate on the main roof 

with locally sourced natural slate, and repairs to the rainwater 
goods and lead work. The vacant ground floor will now be in 

commercial use as an office. 
 

Total grant £16,976.52 
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2. West Street is sited on the corner of West Street and Truro Lane 
and comprises a shop front with large owner’s accommodation 
above and workshop to the rear.  The project centred on the re-

instatement of the original shop front. This included replacing the 2 
sash windows on the first floor, carrying our joinery 

repairs/replacements and decoration. Other associated work 
included repair works to the roof and chimney, which had previously 

been the source of water ingress to the property. 
The colour scheme and proportions of the new shop front have been 
carefully selected and provide a highly functional and attractive point 

of sale for the present owner’s glassware making business. 
When viewed with the adjoining grant-aid property, 96 Lower Market 

Street, the Penryn THI can be seen to have made a considerable 
difference to the group value of the street. 

 
Total grant £21,591.82 
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 This Grade II listed town house is at the top end of Lower Market Street, next 
to The Glassblowers, another THI funded project. Grant aided works 

concentrated on replacement of the shop front which was decayed and 
poorly detailed. Repairs were also carried out to the nineteenth century oriel 
window on the first floor and the modern unsympathetic joinery fronting Truro 
Lane was replaced.  The later cement based render, which had cracked and 
was allowing water to penetrate through to the timber frame, was removed. 
This was replaced with a traditional lath and plaster finish and sheep wool 
was used to provide an additional layer of insulation between the timber 

studs. Now completely redecorated the property makes an extremely 
valuable contribution to the street scene and accommodates an opticians, a 

new business to Penryn. 
 

Total grant £19,644.24 
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 The Penryn Convenience Store 
is a tall prominent building in 

Lower Market Street and serves 
an important function. The 
ground floor was formerly 
divided into two shops and 

unsympathetically altered in the 
twentieth century. 

The THI grant has contributed 
towards a new shop front and 
new sash windows above. The 
owner has invested a significant 

sum in remodelling the 
basement and shop and has 

extended the retail area. During 
2006, following the completion 

of works, this shop won a 
national award acknowledging it 

as the most successful Cost 
Cutters in the country. 

Further investment is now being 
undertaken (without grant aid) to 
create letting units on the upper 

floors. 
 

Total grant £26,645.27 
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Total  
This Grade II listed Town House dates back to the early to mid nineteenth 

century but was built on a seventeenth century site. It has a distinctive 
style with deeply channelled rustication to the stucco on the first floor. The 

shop was empty and the THI grant contributed to the repair of the shop 
front. The pilasters, consort brackets moulded entablatures were all 

repaired and the paint work stripped and rubbed down and redecorated. 
The lantern light over the shop was replaced and the box frame windows 

to the rear elevation were repaired and the windows redecorated. 
The owner has converted the vacant interior into a new wine bar and has 

met this additional cost without grant aid. 
 

The total grant paid was £14,397.93 
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Total  

This grade II listed town house dates back to the 
seventeenth century and has had a number of different 

uses including those of a jewellery shop, a local inn (first 
mentioned in Penryn in 1762 for a rum auction) and once 
previously housed the town jail. Even though it is in the 
centre of the town, the ground floor had been vacant for 
some time and the upper floors were rundown. The THI 
grant contributed towards the remodelling of the shop 

front based on earlier photographic evidence. The 
bressumers were replaced and a new shop canopy with 
rolled lead details was constructed. The first and second 
floor windows were replaced with new box frame sashes, 

authentically following earlier detailing. Above the first 
floor openings, seventeenth century ovolo-moulded 
lintels were discovered beneath sand and cement 

render. These were carefully repaired and lime washed 
for protection. The cement pointing on the front was 

removed and replaced in lime to avoid further 
deterioration of the soft stone, new cast iron rainwater 
goods were incorporated and the front elevation was 

redecorated. 
The owner has refurbished the interior at his own cost 

and two new tenants have been found – a furniture 
retailer and a soft furnishings retailer. 

 
The total grant paid was £36,940.99 
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 The seventeenth century Kings Arms is an extremely 
prominent listed building and was in a poor state of repair. 

The transformation through the Penryn THI has been 
significant especially as it forms part of a group of grant aided 
projects including numbers 4, 6 and 10 on the south side of 
Broad Street, numbers 9 and 21 on the north and the public 

realm improvements to Fish Cross. 
The works have included the magnificent Cornish slate roof, 
wet laid in random widths and diminishing courses, repairs to 
the chimneys, repair of the portico and reinstatement of the 

balcony railings and new signage. The owner is now going to 
continue repairs to the internal fabric which will enable 

considerable empty and underused floor space to be brought 
back into commercial use. 

 
Total grant £119,048.82 
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The Barns to the rear of the Kings Arms have been 

empty and derelict for a number of years. The Penryn 
THI has grant aided repairs to the external fabric while 

the owner is continuing to make a significant investment 
on the interior, bringing this building back into an 

economic use. 
Works have included repairs and repointing of the 

stonework, reroofing in local slate, renewing joinery and 
rainwater goods. The transformation has been significant 

and enhances the newly repaired Kings Arms. 
 

Total grant £56,200.00 
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The ground floor of No. 9 Broad Street 
was formerly a shop but has been in 

residential use for some time.  The right 
hand front window was glazed with a large 
single pane of glass, which was not part of 
the original design and detracted from the 

appearance of the building as a whole.  
The THI grant contributed towards a new 

box-frame sliding sash copying the 
detailing of the window above.  Funding 
was also provided for structural works to 
address failure resulting from the removal 
of an internal load-bearing wall in the past. 
The property forms part of a group of THI 

grant aided buildings at Fish Cross. 
 

Total Building Grant £1,989.73 
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21. Broad Street is situated on one of 

the main roads into Penryn Town 
Centre.  It is an early C20 townhouse 
with a later shop incorporating a pair 
of gables to the first floor with striking 
swept barges and matching oriel bay 

windows. 
 

The project concentrated on removing 
the redundant C20 shop front and 
replacing it with a new rusticated 

ground floor wall and 2 timber sash 
windows. Installation of a panelled 

side entrance door with fanlights and 
door case completed the front façade 
of the property. Joinery repairs have 

also been undertaken to all other 
existing doors and windows.  

Associated project work included, 
repair works the chimney stack, roof 

and lead work.  Rainwater goods 
including cast iron guttering and down 

pipes were also repaired. 
 

The total grant paid was £33,940.83 
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10 Broad Street, an early to mid 
nineteenth century town house, 
suffered from damp penetration. 

THI grant aided repairs 
concentrated on repairs to the 

roof, chimney flashings, 
repairing internal plasterwork 
and joinery affected by water 

ingress, repairs to the box frame 
sash windows, replacement of 
guttering in cast iron and the 
replacement the modern front 
door with a more appropriate 

design. 
The property forms part of a 

group of grant- aided projects in 
Broad Street. 

 
Total grant £10,032.72 
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 A small grant was used to repair the classical door case and 
railings to this imposing eighteenth century town house. The fluted 

timber columns were stripped back and the bases repaired, 
splicing in new timber where required. 

The property forms part of a group of THI aided buildings at Fish 
Cross. 

 
Total grant £527.43 
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4 Broad Street, an eighteenth century building in the 

centre of Penryn had lain empty and derelict for two years. 
The Penryn THI grant contributed to roof repairs, re-slating 

on the rear, structural repairs and, by using earlier 
photographs, restored the front elevation. This involved 
the removal of an extremely unsympathetic twentieth 

century shop front and reinstating the tripartite sashes on 
the ground and first floor. The interior has been 

remodelled to form five flats, communal kitchen and living 
room with offices on the ground floor. 

The THI has also grant-aided repairs to no 6 adjoining and 
The Kings Arms and numbers 9 and 21 on the opposite 
side of the road. The change has been dramatic and will 

be even more effective when the environmental 
enhancements at Fish Cross are completed and the bus 

stop has been removed. 
 

Total Building Grant £84,497.25 
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Total  

8 St Thomas Street was probably built as a 
merchant’s house in the seventeenth century 

and is a notable survival of its type with its 
jettied timber frame and gable end onto the 

street.  
The Penryn THI has concentrated on repairs 

to the joinery; including the seventeenth 
century ovolo moulded oak doorframes, the 

shop front, upper floor windows, patch 
repairs, in lime, to the render, repairs to the 

roof and redecoration. 
The property is close to the THI grant aided 
public realm works which have transformed 

Fish Cross. 
 

Total grant £7245.59 
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Back in 2001 the Penryn THI commissioned a detailed 

report on the condition of the Anchor with a priced 
schedule for repairs. This was then used to feed into the 

work on the design brief which was led by the THI 
Project Officer. Although the developers declined grant 

aid towards the repairs, the THI was responsible for 
pump priming the restoration and redevelopment of this 

derelict site. 
The warehouse has now been fully repaired, refurbished 

and converted into nine flats over commercial space 
used by a dental practice. A further four blocks have 
been erected comprising sixty flats with commercial 

space on the ground floor of the corner unit. The harbour 
walls have been repaired and hard and soft landscaping 

completed. 
 

Total grant £24,938.50 
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 The left hand half of this nineteenth century warehouse was 
largely empty and with grant aided repairs to the exterior and 
significant investment by the owner to works on the interior, it 

has been granted a new lease of life. The THI has 
contributed to the re-pointing, new joinery and repairs to the 

lantern in the roof.  The rainwater goods had been poorly 
repaired in the past, resulting in water ingress and rotting of 

the roof timbers. These were rebuilt with a new lead-lined box 
gutter system. The rear parapet, which had decayed and 

failed with tree growth within the structure, was rebuilt and 
also lined in lead. The ground floor is now used by two shops 

and there are new offices on the upper floors. 
 

Total Building Grant £37,844.26 
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Built in 1912, the Masonic Lodge is located towards the 
eastern end of Commercial Road and hosts meetings for four 
of the local lodges. There has been a long-standing problem 
with water ingress around the parapet wall at the eastern end 
of the building which has resulted in some localised decay to 
the structural roof members and damage to the wall plaster in 

the temple and adjacent regalia room. 
Localised pointing was carried out on the gable façade with a 

lime mortar mix which replaced the cement pointing along 
with some minor roof repairs.   Lead flashings were installed 

under the parapet copings in order to alleviate damp 
penetration. The damp and salt effected plaster finish on the 
internal walls was replaced with a new lime plaster finish and 

coated with a lime wash. 
 

The total grant paid was £7,419.10 
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This mid nineteenth century building sits on the corner of 
Commercial Road and St. Gluvias Street.  It incorporates part 

of the old fire station although this has not been part of the 
project. 

Due to the urgent nature of the re-roofing works, the project 
was split into two parts with the grant aid for the roof works 

being conditional on the remainder of the work being carried 
out within an agreed timeframe. 

The work to re-slate both slopes of the roof and rebuild of the 
three chimneys were completed in 2003 and constituted the 
first of the THI projects. The owners have since carried out 

further works to the joinery and are due to complete the 
painting this year. 

 
Total grant £5,754.82 
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2. Church Hill, an unspoilt eighteenth century listed house close 

to Islington Wharf, forms part of a small group of buildings around 
St. Gluvias Church. 

The property had been empty and semi-derelict for a number of 
years and was one of the first projects for the Penryn THI. A grant 
was given towards a new scantle slate roof, extensive structural 

repairs, re-pointing and repair and renewal of joinery. The 
owners, the Bolitho Estate, made substantial additional 

investment in the refurbishment of the interior using traditional 
materials and techniques. 

The project was used as the venue for two five-day training 
courses funded by the Penryn THI. Here 15 local contractors 

worked with skilled conservation practitioners to reinforce their 
knowledge-base and conservation building techniques in 

traditional slating, masonry repairs and traditional lime plastering. 
 

Total Building Grant £66,351.98 
Skills Training Grant £4,875.00 
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There have been a number of new 
build and restoration projects which 

have been completed during the 
lifetime of the Penryn THI, reflecting the 

new found confidence in the town. 
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IN BRIEF 
During a two-week period in June of this year a very 
innovative and inspired scheme was taking place ‘live’ within a 
charming but dilapidated Penryn cottage.  From an initial idea 
hatched in 2003 fully comprehensive building skills 
programme had now been devised. 
 
It was soon realised at the beginning of the Townscape 
Initiative Scheme that sourcing traditional materials and the 
people skilled in using them can be somewhat of a difficult 
task. 
 
After agreeing with the Bolitho Estate (the owners of 2 Church 
Hill, Penryn) that the property was eligible for grant aid, this in 
turn presented the ideal opportunity to (a) utilise experienced 
Cornish conservation specialists and (b) to provide a training 
forum for local contractors. Although the Bolitho Estate would 
be using their own team of contractors for the renovation 
project, it was agreed that for 2 weeks during June 2004 
skilled specialists would provide a ‘hands on’ training course 
for local contractors. 
 
The key aims for the course would be to cover the broad 
principles and basic techniques of masonry, roofing and 
plastering.  To provide a mixture of basic theory and practical 
‘hands-on’ experiences, which would in turn, raise awareness  
 
in traditional building methods as well as increasing practical 
skill levels. 

 
THE COURSE 
 
Initial discussions for the planning of the course took place in 
early September 2003, skilled craftsmen and recognised 
professionals were enlisted for advice and course 
collaboration. Viv Stratton from Cornwall Pool Redruth 
College (School of the Built Environment) took the helm as 
course tutor. 
 
Viv’s main responsibilities would include setting up the course 
documentation and all other administrative duties required to 
provide the NVQ qualification for the course candidates. 
Additionally, Viv would act as the principal course instructor, 
his own area of expertise being craft masonry and traditional 
scantle slate roofing.  Viv had many years of experience as a 
skilled craftsman having left school at 15 to begin a 6 year 
apprenticeship with a local building company in St. Ives where 
he worked alongside older craftsmen from whom he learned 
so much.  Such was his competence and enthusiasm that by 
the age of 21 he was made site foreman and was running his 
own projects.  From there he spent the following years 
working on larger projects within the county such as schools, 
hospitals and MOD projects during which time he built up a 
vast knowledge of traditional building materials.  In 1981, Viv 
joined Cornwall College as a tutor where he subsequently 
created and ran the Craft Mason course, which at that time 
was the first of its type in the country.  It was whilst working 
with Cornwall College, Viv visited the Isles of Scilly and 
undertook training courses on masonry and scantle roofing in 
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an attempt to instruct the islanders on how to maintain their 
building in the traditional manner.  As a result of this, Viv has 
put together a highly informative paper on scantle slating as 
an aid memoir for future students. 
 
Assisting Viv would be Richard Marsh, Richard is a keen 
conservationist who has provided a specialist service in the 
repair of stone, plaster and renders for many years.  He has 
been involved in the repair of Wells Cathedral and was the 
manager of the Wells Conservation Centre before staring his 
own Conservation Company.  His knowledge of preservation 
and the skills required for renovation would provide a strong 
grounding for the course.  Alongside Viv and Richard would 
be Phil Brown.  Phi set up the Cornish Lime Company a 
number of years ago after re-discovering first hand 
advantages of using lime as a building material and 
encountering difficulties in procuring it.  He is now one of the 
country’s largest suppliers of lime and sand products, most of 
which are sourced from St. Astier in Normandy.  Phil’s 
understanding of the different types of lime and sand and their 
relative characteristics was invaluable as was his tremendous 
enthusiasm for the subject. 

 Supporting the tutoring team would be Alyson Cooper - 
Conservation Officer, Tim Kellett Conservation Project Officer 
who handed over to Gerard Ball - Conservation Project Officer 
and Pat Salem as Project Coordinator both from Carrick 
County Council.  Other key team members would include, The 
Building Owners:- The Bolitho Estate, Building Construction 

Manager:- Keith Hargreaves and Project Architect:- John 
Harvey. 

 
Once the building had been assessed by the course tutors the 
course outline was devised.  The overall aim of the course 
was to increase the resource of traditional building skills within 
the region, which would in turn go some way in matching the 
demand for the appropriate maintenance and repair of its 
historic stock.  The course was envisaged to act as a pilot 
project for a regional training initiative.  Discussions had taken 
place with other conservation officers in the county, Cornwall 
Pool Redruth College and Cornwall Pool Redruth 
Regeneration Company in hope that a series of training 
courses may be set up to secure the needs of different 
districts within the local area. 
 

The overall project objectives were to provide specialist 
training in traditional building skills and to ensure that:- 

 
� The special character and local distinctiveness of historic 

buildings is maintained in accordance with government 
legislation and regional policies.  

� Compatible materials and construction methods are used 
to maintain the performance and prolong the useful life of 
historic structures. 
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� Trainees and their employing companies can ‘up skill’ in 
specialised techniques to increase their ability to take on a 
wider range of building contracts. 

� Trainees can earn an NVQ unit on ‘maintenance and 
refurbishment’ and obtain a college certificate to improve 
their prospects for future employment. 

 
 The course was designed to enable the attending trainees to 
be awarded an appropriate NVQ qualification and receive 
certificates from Cornwall College.  It was agreed from the 
outset that the only charge to be made for the course would 
be the thirty five pounds required to cover the NVQ 
qualifications. 
 
The training course would take place over a two week period.  
The first week would cover roof construction; here masons 
and roofers would be trained in masonry repair, consolidation 
and scantle slate roofing.  The trainees would be shown 
traditional construction techniques, helped to understand 
options for repair and learn how to identify basic causes for  
 
the decay of both internal and external timbers.  Practical 
sessions would include  

• measuring and sizing slates, holing the slates, 
measuring the roof  

• making the scantle, setting out and marking of the roof, 
lathing the roof 

• bedding the scantle slates and final bedding of the 
ridge tiles into position.  

 
The course could facilitate approximately 10-20 trainees. 

 
The second week of the training course would look at the 
internal lime and cob plastering.  Here the trainees would be 
involved in diagnosing and identifying decay in areas and 
employing correct materials for repair.  The application of 
different lime mortar mixes would be shown and discussed as 
well as the selection and use of appropriate tooling 
equipment.  Trainees would be active in preparing the cob 
and putty lime and taught appropriate usage and application.  
Practical sessions would include, removing loose and blown 
plaster work and rendering/plastering the internal walls to 
match existing.  This element of the course could facilitate 
approximately 6-8 trainees. 

 
 

FUNDING 
 
It was agreed that the Penryn THI would meet the principle 
funding of the course.  This would cover tutor costs for 
Richard Marsh and Phil Brown; it would also cover Viv 
Stratton's costs which would include course tuition, publicity, 
registration, course materials and kit.  The cost of building 
materials used during the training course, including 
scaffolding for the roofing, slates, laths and lime plaster for the 
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internal works were provided by the Bolitho Estate as part of 
the overall building project materials quota. 
 

SPONSORSHIP 
 
Many local businesses were contacted in the hope that they 
would actively support the training course, by supplying or 
donating the much needed building materials.  Although 
several companies were approached only one came to 
fruition, this was the Cornish Lime Company. Phil Brown 
kindly donated a variety of sand, lime and aggregate types as 
well as samples of natural and synthetic hair reinforcing for 
the internal lime plaster work.  These different material types 
were of great interest to the trainees who had perhaps 
previously only experienced those more commonly used in 
general construction. 

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY 
 
Once the course had been designed and the content agreed, 
the next stage was to contact local contractors for whom the 
training would be beneficial.  All team members pooled their 
knowledge and experience, a course flyer was then created 
outlining all the key elements of the course, content, dates 
and timings, cost and qualifications to be gained etc.  From 
here the following companies were contacted:- 
 
 

Quadron                          Percy Williams & Sons 
Clark & Son               Mid Cornwall Roofing Contractors               
Scarce & Company        Chough Construction                                      
Marrick Builders        Nova Construction                                         
Neil Lockburn        Mid County Construction                          
Forrester         KPK Building & Joinery                    
SJ Quick                         Bolitho Estate                                
Kevin Toy                                                                                       

 
It was agreed at this time (beginning of April 2004) to release 
a press statement, this would raise both public awareness for 
the project and the profile of the THI Scheme.  It was also 
hoped that it would encourage local contractors to participate 
in the planned Traditional Building Skills Training Course. 
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From both the media coverage, mail shots and speaking to 
local contractors places for the training courses were 
confirmed as follows:- 
 
Week One – Masonry & Roofing 11 Attendees  
Week Two – Plastering 9 Attendees 
 
These were from Darrock & Brown, Mid Cornwall Roofing, 
Scarce & Company, Chough Construction, Bolitho Estate 
 
The following photographs outline in brief the activities 
undertaken during the two-week period. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

LOCAL COLLABORATION TO RESTORE HISTORIC COTTAGE 
 
A charming but dilapidated cottage in Penryn is to be restored with the assistance 
of local tradesmen – who will be improving their skills on the job – and investment 
from the European Development Fund (Objective One), Heritage Lottery Fund, 
South West Regional Development Agency and Carrick District Council. 
 
The Penryn Townscape Heritage Initiative is working with the Bolitho Estate, the 
owners of 2 Church Hill Penryn.  The Bolitho Estate will carry out some of the 
work with their own contractors, but for two weeks during June two experienced 
Cornish conservation specialists will train local contractors in masonry and roofing 
repair as well as plastering skills.  The trainees will be awarded appropriate NVQ 
qualifications and certificates from Cornwall College. 
 
Regional support for this particular project has come from suppliers of traditional 
building materials via Delabole Slate and the Cornish Lime Company.  These 
firms will be providing some of their products free of charge or at low cost in the 
interests of sponsoring the encouragement of traditional building skills within 
Carrick and Kerrier.  (This is subject to the agreement of Delabole and Cornish 
Lime) 
The THI Project Officer Gerard Ball will be visiting the site during the two weeks 
of the course (Monday7th – Friday 18th June) to take photographs of the various 
stages of the work and will be happy to supply further information on the 
Townscape Heritage Initiative and this particular project.  He can be contacted on 
01872 224570 or 01326 378872. 
 
Carleen Kelemen, Director of the Objective One Partnership said “By investing in 
the historic fabric of our towns the Objective One Programme is not only 
conserving parts of our historic environment but helping give the area a new 
lease of life in commercial terms.  However, this will only be truly sustainable if we 
have properly trained conservation specialists to maintain the quality of our built 
environment.  Penryn Townscape Heritage Initiative is ensuring that the skills 
needed to sustain the special character of our towns are available now and for 
the future” 
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Alistair Rule of the Bolitho  
Estate setting out slating  
laths in reducing courses  
on an adjacent roof. 
 
 
Students were given the 
Chance to work on the 
Preparatory stages of the 
Slating process including 
Selecting the correct slate 
Sizes, holing them and 
Cutting the Douglas Fir 
Pegs. 
 

 
After calculating the 
spacings of the laths, they 
are set out and fixed ready 
to receive the slates. 
 
 
The most important aspect 
of the Slater's skill is 
setting out the reducing 
courses of slates.  For this, 
he uses a carefully marked 
out wooden rod called a 
‘scantle’ from which the 
slating style gets its name. 
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Students carry 
out repairs to 
different types of 
wall finishes 
under the 
watchful eye of 
Richard Marsh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A trainee more 
used to roofing 
learns how to lay 
up a new ceiling 
with lime plaster 
mixed with hair 
onto new laths 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Viv Stratton explains to a student the 
process of applying lime plaster mixed 
with synthetic hair to a new ceiling 
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Phil Brown of the Cornish Lime Company explaining the importance of different types of 
sands and how the affect the characteristics of lime mortar, Richard Marsh showing 
trainees how modern paints can be scraped away to reveal an original earth render and a 
trainee form Quadron learns how to stabilise and resecure fragile earth render by 
inserting lime grouting through small holes. 
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It was important in conclusion to the course that the attending 
trainees thoughts were recorded.  A ‘feed-back’ form was 
devised and circulated to both attending employees and their 
employers.  It is very difficult to assess the success of a 
course such as this, but the following comments gathered 
from the completed feed-back forms go some way in showing 
what a positive influence it had on all involved. 
 
“I found the experience a pleasure and, unexpectantly, very 
rewarding, finding such enthusiasm and potential skill in the 
process of repair that are there to be found, particularly 
amongst the younger ones, if one presses the right buttons!” 
    Richard Marsh – Course Tutor 
 
We feel more confident in undertaking this type of restoration 
works now our employees have been given correct advice 
and training, very pleased with the course and content. 
    Ross Bland – Forrester Roofing  
 
Employee gained further knowledge in a aspect of work which 
we would probably sub-contract out.  He found the course 
very useful and I would certainly send employees on future 
skills training courses. 
    Scarce & Company 
 
I feel the benefits of sending my tradesmen on the course is 
that they now have a better understanding of lime/scantle 
slate work.  I would recommend the skills training course to 
all. 
    Mr Harvey – Bolitho Estates 

 
“I feel much more knowledgeable about conservation and the 
traditional skills that are increasingly sought after in Cornwall”. 
   Jonathan Barnes – Bolitho Estate Employee 
 
Both courses were very interesting, an excellent two weeks.  I 
feel more confident in my understanding of plaster work, mix 
and techniques etc. 
                              Alistair Rule 
 
“I thought the lime plaster course was very interesting and I 
learned a lot in a short time, I would like to attend future 
courses such as lead welding and forming”. 
  
                    Anthony Tucker – Bolitho Estate Employee 

CONCULSION 
 
Since the scheme has finished, Viv Stratton one of the course 
leaders has been back in contact with us to outline that 
following on from our Traditional Building Skills programme 
similar courses have been requested and subsequently run 
with great success.  He hopes that other THI schemes will 
have similar requests for training. 
 
He also reported that all students who attended the sessions 
gained some form of qualification, or part of a qualification and 
a number have subsequently been back in contact with the 
college to continue their study. Several of the students are 
now pursuing their NVQ level 2 & 3.  One student has already 
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achieved level 3, another is working towards level 3.  Two 
other students have achieved a level 2, with a further 2 
working towards a level 2 on the OSAT programme.  So 
overall a great success! 
 
 

 
Falmouth Packet , 26th June 2004. 
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